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baaed on a warrant for Schrank Issued J Colonel Roosevelt reached! Mllwau'kee shortly after 5 o'clock and mak- today.
the charge ing hiB way through the crowd that
"Do you understand
which the district attorney has just had gathered at the station, entered
r.
read here?" said Judge Neelen to an automobile and was driven to the
1
.?
I
...
Schrank.
hotel.
He took dinner in a private
"Yes," replied Schrank. "Have you dining room of the main floor with the
an attorney?" said the Judge. "No, members of the
party on his private
have not," replied .Schrank.
car,
At this point the district attorney - After dinner .. Colonel
Roosevelt
asked:
went to his room on the second floor
"Do you want this case tried la a
of the hotel .and shortly before
8
. .. .
hurry, Schrank?"
o'clock he started for the auditorium.
'Yes sir," said Schrank. f
His automobile stood in front of the
All right," remarked Judge Neolen.
door and about it waa a crowd of
"I think this disposes of the matter
hundred persons, who were
several
so far as we can go. I will fix ball
waiting to catch a glimpse of the
at $7,500, the maximum under the colonel
aa he started off.
charge upon which the prisoner has
With
the colonel were Phillip
been arraigned.
Schrank was immediately returned Roosevelt, a young cousin; Mr. Coch
THAT HE WOULD MAKE SPEECH OR DIE, THE COLONEL REFUSES ATTENTION
DECLARING
Mr.
Martin
ems,
Glraid.
and
Captain
to the police station.
As soon as Schrank had left the The crowd pressed close about the
AN HOUR ADDRESS WITH DLOOD FLOWING FROM court room, Judge Neelen called Dis- colonel and gave him a cheer as he ap
OF PHYSICIANS AND DELIVERS
'
trict Attorney Sebal and Peter Paulus, prared. As the party reached the au
tcmoblle. Colonel Hoosevelt b com
city jailer, to the bar.
BY WEAKNESS TO CEASE TALKING FINALLY
COMPELLED
BULLET HOLE
ft
'
SV
,
"Who has the revolver, and the re- panions stood aside and he stepped
maining cartridges?" asked the Judge. into the car.
Martin
entered
behind
him
directly
"I have," replird Paulus, "and I am
holding them as exhibits in the case. and sat on the further side of the
-f-?
'
a..
"I desire to have a chemical examina- car.
Colonel Roosevelt stood up, waving
tion made of the remaining bullets
MERCY HOSPITAL AND HIS
NOW
HE
to determine if they are poisoned,' his hat in answer to the cheers of
said the Judge. "I therefore order the crowd. The assassin was stand
you personally to take the revolver ing in the crowd a few feet from the
He pushed his way to
und the bullets to Prof. E. W. Somer, automobile.
INJURY
tho side of the car and raising his
PRONOUNCED A GRAVE ONE for a chemical test.
"Also, it Is my urgent order that gun, fired.
Martin caught the flash of the re
this test case be made immediately
and the Information of the results con- volver aa the shot was flred and leap
veyed to me bo that I may be in a posi- ed over the cat a second after the
tion to telegraph Colonel Roosevelt's bullet sped ci Us way. Colonel Rouse
X X X X
surgeons In case the test shows tl(at veil uareiy moved as the shot was
X
New York, Oct. 15. Progres- October 15. 1912.
Milwaukee,
Wis., Oct. "13.
Were will be further coniDlications fired. Before the crowd knew what
X
X
sive
State
X
Hotchklss
Chairman
John Schrank, Colonel's RooBe'
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt.
had happened, Martin, who is six feet
from poison In the wound."
reX
X
announced
that
he
had
velt's
S
today
assailant,
pleaded gnilty
Progressive Headquarters,
Jailer PauluB and Attorney Sebal tall and a former football player, had
X to a charge of attempted murder X
all
X
111.
X
his
Quested
party
county
landed squarely
on the assassin's
Chicago,
hastened
Professor
by motor to
..r..X when given a preliminary hear- - X
,
,
X
nun,,,,,
,
The attempt of your assassi- - X X chairmen by telegram to open
shoulders
and bore him to the
Somer'B
ih3ismJ
laboratory.
X ing before Judge M. B. Neelen X
nation threw a gloom over your SX their meetings hereafter with
threw
He
ground.
his right arm about
The
revolver
which
John
V
Schrank
COLONEL
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
X
friends in New Mexico, but we X X prayer for Colonel Roosevelt's X X in the district court today.
the
man's
neck
with
deathlike
a
ussed in his attempt on Colonel Roosegrip
1
X are
all pleased to hear the X X recovery. He added that he X
velt's life is a deadly one of .38 cal- and with the left hand, seized the
X wound is not serious and It will X X would seek to make this a na- - X
hand that held the revolver.
It is ugly, large and
iber.
entered and without a word to indi- - He refused stubbornly
In
shining
X
tlonal
movement.
X
X
X tend
to renew activity by your
In
give an ac- He twisted a sturdy arm around the itB newness. It is of a kind
second he had disarmed cate
what had happened, went to his count of himself, and i uld
used him. another
X friends. We are making the best X
sassin's neck in a half NeUon lock, extensively In the
say noth- is
made
army, and
seat, r or Beveral minutes the crowd, ing except that "I w
tell you to- X fight we can for you in New Mex- - X
Colonel
and with his free hand grasped the re to "shoot to kill."
Roosevelt
stood
calmly no man of whom suspected that the morrow."
X ico, and we believe the judgment X ted. The crowd grew as the day pro volver around the hammer so that the
looking on, as though nothing had
Schrank insisted again todav that
colonel bore a bullet in his body, kept
Alter a long siege, Ihowever, the
X of the American people will be X gressed.
In spite of its size, the trigger could not be pulled a second vision In which former
happened. Martin picked the man up
McPresident
up its
police forced from him the statement
X recorded in our favor on Novem- - X throng was quiet and
were
ab
a
he
a
and
but
child
though
time.
Cochems
then sprang upon KInley appeared to him caused him
nothing
carried I hen cheering.
Mr.
Cochems
to
the that he was John Scl nk, of 370,
stepped
X ber 5.
We sincerely hope that X subdued murmur came from it as mes Schrank and
to shoot the Colonel. It was learned him the few feet which separated front of the
the would-b- e
platform and put his East Tenth street. Xe- York.
X you will be fully recovered
and X sengers hurried back and forth,
from hlra that his sweetheart, whom them from the car, almost to the side handB
sassln was helpless.
There
was
in
his
up.
found it
X able to participate in the closing X
something
Clippings
the man's
Managers for Colonel Roosevelt an
Cochems and a special policeman he called Emily Zelgler, lost her life ot the colonel.
X days of this the most Important X nounced early In the day that all
"Here he Is," said Martin, "look at manner that had Its effect upon the pockets showed that
had studied
wrenched the gun away from Schrank. In the destruction
Are of the
plans
by.
crowd
and
the
sudden-died
Colonel's
Roosevelt's
X campaign in the history of our X for continuing his
cheering
mm,
Itinerary carefulcolonel."
campaign had been Then the crowd surged forward, Borne steamship General Slocura In New
.
i
X cancelled.
X country.
iy, with the evident Intention ot se- Even his private car. ot the spectators, it was feared, bent York several years ago. He never All this happened within a few sec ly away.
nave
to
i
said
X
leu
onds
at
you,
and
the
Colonel
which he might
someining
place
O0KlE CURRY,, s
Roosevelt
lecting
stood gaz
which he has used since the start of on having the man's life, but Martin married, he Bays.
.....
u i nope you win acconDtun vast e had In mind.
X
Chairman Executive Com. X his trio, has been released.
to safety
Wis., Oct. 15. Theo ing ratner curiously at the man who
him
Milwaukee,
and
Cochems
dragged
.
receive tne news wun caimness.
X
X
E. C. BURKE,
at the Gllb'ttrlck hotel.
It -- a.
Following the announcement by au under Colonel Roosevelt's direction. dore Roosevelt was shot In the breast had attempted his life before the
His voice shook as he spoke and a'wniie Colo3e,
Assistant secretary.
here last night by a would-b- e asBas-sin- stunned crowd knew what was going
tll0rlty ot the colonel's managers that
Roosevelt, at din- man.
Don't
Don't
the
hurt
let
,
any
c
i.
men a nowi or rage went up.
dciubu uvoi uie ncr that a short, d
a a a
whe would cancel his engagements and one hurt him," insisted the colonel,
With a bullet in his body. 'Col
j an. of about
40 yean, made four cUempta to gain
make no more set speeches during the and his
"Lynch him, kill him." cried a hun
onel Roosevelt went to the auditorium
was
"Colonel
plea
Roosevelt
respected.
has
been
15.
Oct
Ml.,
Colonel
shot; nrimlfiatftr, tn lha divintr iw . I...,...
dred men. The crowd Dressed in on
Chicago,
campaign, it became known that the
Martin is 29 years old and a native to make his speech. He refused to the man and Mr.
he is wounded,' he said In a slow
i, ,
Roosevelt's Injury Ii not a mere flesh campaign committee might consider it
Martin
and
turnci away
TnoBe lm
Captain
to examine the
of Manchester, Vermont. He joined permit pnyslcians
tone, but such wai the stillness, that gaw him said
no
wound but la a serious chest wound, necessary for the candidate to make the Roosevelt staff In AuguBt by simp wound until he had finished his ad Girard, who had followed Martin over
one
heard
I
it.
the
side
the
of
were
blance to Schrank.; this r Jjum- 'n New y0rk and October
automobile,
"
aid a bulletin Issued this afternoon
into progressive head- dress.
A cry of astonishment and horror
ly walking
their
with
ftcaught
in
flency
the
w
Btaace the report,
prisoner
8
"
Albert H. Martin i and Henry F. midst of
quarters in New York asking for a job
by physlciana at Mercy hospital. This
" "toi ma enwu wnicn
n
a struggling throng of mad
'"
wej -- Vrf"
8PeeC"
Cochems
He
seized
the
?
was
was
was
mad.
aesassln
In
statement
the form of
and held dened men. It seamed for the mo-- thrown Into coniuslom Mr. Cochems
sW
"k," '
given it and toon after
fct
Ho take f;
Hi.
"
...
,
m.
I
a
ri- -i
r.
I
r'
him
until
.'
a bulletin which was Issued
steno
came
made
the
colonel's
A
policemen
mob ment that the assassin would be torn iuiucu utiu luuicuj lib vuiuuet lUWBe 1lf0
up.
personal
by the
i
Colonel Roosevelt s ept for two
.
likes
around
the
Colonel
Roosevelt
who
of
surged
doctors after a ate examination
to
velt
man,
apparpieces bv the infuriated rrnrt
-.- .Or-hours after his arrival In Chicago, be- - grapher.men
Washington,
around him.
the wound made by the bullet of an
strong
ently is a radical on the subject of it was Colonel Roosevelt, himself, who "Te" UB- - are y hurt?"
nrf
FpniDted
ha
miiwv
.... ... a8smSMMnr.,,.
UHlv '
"That young man looks as If be Roosevelt's running for another term; interfered in behalf of the man. He 1Ien and women shouted
Iducted to Mercy hospital. Meanwhile
Mllw'ukr
Mrrow
as
Some of them rose from thelrseata
had
he
of
Martin.
the
said
,
raised
bis
hand
mntinnort
and
punch,"
president
in,no
.
his
010UCI
.
.
which
Tt
consisted
two
of
htia
ha1
train,
lovo1t
!
pri,
,
Martin was married this summer.
mm rusaeu lorwara to iook Biore
.. .
The assassin who is small of stat icusly to tbe crowd to fall back.
.... -- - j ,,..,.,..,...
mrta(
vate coaches and two baggage cars,
.....wj
" aer,ou"
m which be
"
was ure, admitted firing the shot and said
Colonel
Roosevelt
Theodore
the
at
colonel.
oi-- .
closely
or
he
stop,
"stand
cried,
stop,'
ine nomination
nospnai.
was Deing viewed slIently by a crowd
was in 1902, when his carriage
Colonel Rnnanvnlf r'n
Bhot In the breast shortly before
on
that "any man looking for a third back; don't hurt him."
onel Roosevelt at 1 p. m. showed that o( 400
personB that uad gathered in o'clock
to the edge of the platform to quiet was struck by a troIie' car De" Pitts-th- e
while sitting in his term ought to be shot."
last
The
at
night
crowd
first
not
was
nis temperature was
.B, nil pulse the
disposed
railway station.
in front of the Gilpatrlck
crowd. He raised bis hand and nel(1, Mass" and a Becret service man
In notes found in the man's pockets to heed his words, but at length fell
92.
His respiration normal. It pains
An automobile backed up to within automobile
kllled- I wa"
him to breathe. He must have abso-- j two feet of the private car "May-lut- e house in Milwaukee, preparing to at the police station were statements back and permitted Martin and Cap- instantly there was silence.
In October, 1905, the Colonel was
tain Girard to carry the man Into the "It's true," he said. Then slowly he
quiet; must cease from talking flower" when all was ready to take tho start' for the Auditorium to deliver that the man had been visited in
his scheduled address.
dream by the spirit of William Mc- - hotel. After a short struggle the as- unbuttoned his coat and placed his journeying down the Mississippi river
and must not see any one until we colonel to the hospital.
I
. V.
all Kinley, who said, indicating
.. 41
T ... ,
assassination
and
The
i
attempted
Roose sassin gave up and was carried with hand on his breast. Those in the front on the lighthouse tender Magnolia.
,
give permission.
jitiuieuiaieiv nits lear uuur Ul mo
out resistance out of the reach of the of the crowd could catch sight of the when the vessel was run down by the
"This Is not a mere flesh wound coach was opened by Dr. Murohy and its accompanying scenes were dra velt, "this is my murderer, avenge
crowd.
bloodstained garment. "I'm going to steamer Es porta near New Orleans
my death."
but Is a serious wound In the chest Colonel Roosevelt stepped out with a matic In the extreme. The would-b"Ace"
The colonel felt no pain at the dred you hurt, colonel?" a hun ask you to be very quiet," said and several great holes cut in her
and quietude is essential.
He was supported murderer was John Schrank, of New
steady stride.
voices called out.
Colonel Roosevelt, "and please excuse hull. Only last summer the train on
"J. D. MURPHY,
slightly by the physician. As colonel York city, a n.an apparently dement time the shot was fired and was not
he responded
"Oh,
with a me from making you a very long which Mr. Roosevelt was going A
"ARTHUR DEAN BEVAN,
Roosevelt was descending the steps of ed on the subject of third term. He aware that he was shot until he was smile. no,"
"Missed me that time. 1 ami speech. I'll do the best I can, but you Chicago ran into a boulder that hail
on the way to the auditorium. His not
"8. L. TERRELL."
the car, several flash light pho- was captured, and locked up.
4
hurt a bit."
see, there's a bullet in my body. But rolled onto the track.'
Unconscious of his wound, Colonel attention was then called to a hole in
An hour after the examination Col- tographs were taken.
I think we'd better be golne on." it s nothing. I m not hurt badly."
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Oct lS.-- MrA
onel Roosevelt dropped Into a peace"Gosh! Shot again," he exclaimed Roosevelt proceeded to the Audito hiB overcoat, and he found that hie he said to the other members of his
A sieht of relief went tin- from ttin
,4
t 4Jlif, n ui 1.U) j.-iU
vih,,0
iiiKiiuioo
ful sleep which his physicians said with a smile. Ab he walked to the rium and when his condition was dis shirt was soaked with blood. He in party, "or we will be late."
uauUier
crowd and then there was an outburst Colonel Roosevelt, left today for Chi
would be very beneficial.
No one In the party including Col
'
automobile Colonel Roosevelt saluted covered, in spite of the protest of IiIb sisted that he was not hurt badly. A
of tumultuous cheering.
Thoroughly
he
made
Nicholas
a
examination
cago.
of the wound onel Roosevelt, entertained the
Congressman
Longstirring address. superficial
Chicago, 111., Oot 15. Colonel Theo ' newspaper men and policemen with a physician,
slight- aasureu oy uie coioneis actions mat
Chl-hher
con
was
e
blood
made
to
will
Weak
loss
of
the
when
at
from
he
worth,
husband,
est
reached the au
dore Roosevelt, shot by John Schrank, cheery "good morning." After being
go
notion that the colonel had been
was in no serious danger the peo- - cam tonleht. Neither
0i
and
a would-b- e assassin in Milwaukee, lies assisted into the ambulance, Colonel clusion of his speech, he was taken dltorlum,
three physicians shot. He felt no shock or naln at thA
DacK. into tneir anv statement,
semea
pie
afpresently
to
wus
time
he
no
the
where
in
that
and
In
was
immediate
agreed
it
emergency hospital,
assumed that the seais to near
Mercy Hospital here "rest- Roosevelt slowly reclined on the
today
t
nis speecn.
bullet went wild. As soon as Colonel
enry
lng easily."
stretcher. His cousin took a seat be- - ter an examination by physicians the danger.
Colonel Roosevelt began to speak in! Cambridge, Mass Oct
In spite of tho entreaties of physi Roosevelt had assured himself that
Half a dozen of the most noted and side him and with Dr. Murphy, direct- nature or his wound was ascertained.
F. Cochems, who downed the assail
a
Bomewhat
lower
than
its
voice,
skilled surgeons In charge, led by Dr. ing the chauffeur to drive to Mercy
The special train left for this city clans, Colonel Roosevelt insisted upon the assassin was safe in the hands of firm,
ant of Roosevelt in Milwaukee last
the police, he gave orders to drive on usual tone and except that his charac- n'Kht- - 18 remembered at Harvard as
exam!- - hospital, two miles
John B. Murphy made
distant, which over the Chicago & Northwestern delivering his address.
terlstic gestures were leBS emphatic
tc the auditorium.
will
nations of the colonels wound, and was accomplished in 11 minutes,
the
make
"I
under
this
with
or
the
athlete and
an
railway,
patient
die,
speech
star. He Is
They had hardly, driven one of the than usual, there was nothing about a
one of the other," be declared.
announced that the bullet did not
Colonel Roosevelt alighted, unas- care of three physicians.
of "Eddie" Cochems, the
j
tro"fr
the man to indicate his condition.
four
blocks
from
to the au
the
hotel
one
'"
of
F,
Cochems,
the
Wis
pierce the lung, but had lodged In the sisted, and walked slowly to an Invalid
Henry
football
not
more seri
That the wound waB
player. He
ditorium when John McGrath, another After he had been speaking a fewform"
cheBt. They had not planned to oper- - chair. He waved a salute to a group ous was due to
a
caI"e t0, the
ool after
the fact that the bul consin progressive leaders, told the of Colonel Roosevelt's
secretaries, moments, however, his voice sank graduating from the University
ate tnis morning.
j 0f
reporters.
let was spent from passing through great crowd which had assembled in uttered a
of
somewhat and he seemed to stand
exclamation
' The following official statement was
sharp
and
As soon as possible, after Colonel the colonel's army overcoat, spectacle the auditorium that Colonel Roosewhere he was known as
wlcons'n,
Dr.
to
and
pointed
the
rather
Terrell
colonel's
breast.
unsteadily.
Issued at 10:30 a. m. hy. the surgeons Roosevelt was In the suite of two case and the
velt had been shot and asked the peococnems ot tne lootDau
manuscript of his con'Look, colonel," he said, "there is Colonel Lyon stepped up to him and
attending Colonel Roosevelt:
The crowd was
(rooms which had been prepared for templated speech.
ple to be calm.
,eam- ne "ainuuneu nis reputation at
hole In your overcoat."
the doctor Insisted that he stop.
is
"Colonel Roosevelt's hurt
a deep him on the third floor, Dr. Hochreln
As Colonel Roosevelt's train neared thrown almoat Into a panic by the
Colonel
"I'm going to finish this speech," Harvard when he ran up 1766 points
Roosevelt looked
down.
bullet wound of the chest wall, with- - began taking an
photograph of
cordon of police was plac- announcement, but Colonel Roosevelt saw the hole, and then unbuttoned the said the colonel emnhatlcallv.
"I'm 111 a strength test, which showed him
out Btrlklng any vital organ In transit. the portion of the body where the bul-Th- Chicago,
to be the strongest man ever tested
ed around the old station
of the calmed them by rising and assuring big army coat which he was wear- - all right, let me alone.'
wound was not probed. The point ct had entered. The hero of the at-o- f
,i,e Harvard 8stem- Northwestern railway and an ambu them that he was not badly hurt. Then Ing, and thrust his hand In beneath
Dr. Terrell and Colonel Lyon sat
entrance was to the right of and tempted assassination
Is Elbert
E. lance from the
uBKuu ins uuuiess.
several nines n. When he w thdrew It
a
:.. t...
Vnrfr rvt
r,u,.u
Thmj
Presbyterian hospital
one Inch below the level of the right Martin, the colonel's stenographer,
he seemed to be growing weak, and were covered with blood
arrived.
with Increasing ef-- Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt, J.'.,
speech,
evidently
nipple. The range of the bullet was vviio prevented Schrank, It is believed,
members of his party rose to help
Colonel Roosevelt was not at
all
Alexan-sel- f
Roosevelt
Colonel
himDr.
Miss
Lthel
Roosevelt
and
he
in
practically
slept
succeeded
fort, but
making
upward and Inward, a distance of four from firing a second shot for which
him. He motioned them to sit down. dismayed.
Chicaheard and talked for more than der Lambert, the Roosevelt
family
inches on the, chest wall. There was big nnger waB straining at the trigger all the way from Milwaukee to
"It
mo
looks
as
'Let
if
alone, I'm all right," he
I had been hit,"
to his physician, left New York for Chicago,
At 3 o'clock Dr. Terrell announcno evidence of the bullet penetrating When
Martin
he said, "but I don't think It is any- an hour. Then he was rushed
him. go.
said.
overpowered
was
ed
his
on
the
the
Twentieth
that
and
flashed
automobile
limited
temperature
at
patient's
Century
through
the lung. Pulse, 90;
temperature, Through the present tour Martin has
Colonel
Roosevolt'B
life probably thing serious."
4 o'clock this morning.
outside
streets to the Emergency hospital.
S9.2; respiration, 29; leucocyte count, always been at the colonel's elbow, normal. The train was halted
Dr.
,
of
saved
was
Terrell,
a
Scurry
of
Dallas,
his
Tex.,
by
manuscript
the Chicago station, and it was decidroom had been TEDDY
Tlie operating
.82 at 10 a. m. No operation to remove pushing
Colonel Roosevelt's
persons
away,
intruding
physician, who
speech. The bullet struck, the manubullet Is Indicated at the present time. More than once. Colonel Roosevelt has ed after a conference of physicians
whom Colonel
had entered the automobile Just be- placed in readiness to receive Colonel j. Mr. Martin to
force
which
as
Its
retarded
it fore It
script,
Condition hopeful but would so lm- - reproved him for being "too rough." that as the colonel was sleeping
started off, insisted that the Roosevelt and six of the leading sur- - Roosevelt perhaps owes his life, told
be removed passed through into the flesh.
not
ho
should
his
were
a
Milwaukee
peacefully
rest
absolute
of
to
demand
for
as
colonel
to
himof
the
awaiting
this story
return
attack:
port
the hotel, He would geons
jn Saginaw, Mich., Martin threw
The assassin was prevented from not nenr or it
Colonel Roosevelt
was tin- number of days.
Belt against a man who was pushing until 7 a. ni.
and tho car was driven arrival.
j wa,ked down8talrB wlth the coI.
W. firing a Becond shot by Albert H. Mar to the
15.
John
Oct.
and
Milwaukee,
Wis.,
dressed
upon
the
,
placed
operating
into
and
the
forward
him
gutauditorium,
;(Slgned)
bumped
and Qut ,o the car," he said,
one of Colonel Roosevelt's
two
"DR. JOHN B. MURPHY,
ter. For this, he was rebuked by Colo Schrank, would be assassin of Col. tin,
As soon as they reached the build
Colonel
Roosevelt had
doc
was
and
the
not
that
badly
"DR. ARTHUR B. BEVAN,
hurt,
nel Roosevelt but Martin today said Roosevelt, was taken to district court secretaries.
Colonel
Roosevelt was taken into
thing happened. Ab Colonel Rooseat 10:30 o'clock this morning for pre- just stepped into an automobile when ing.
"DR. SCURRY L. TERRELL,
he believed the Saginaw man and
a dressing room and his outer gar- tors were taking it too seriously,
velt was standing in the car waving
the assassin ptiBhed his way through ments
liminary examination.
"DR. R. J. SAYLE."
examination
the
An
wound
Schrank were the same.
of,
were
romoved.
Dr. Terrell, with
his hat to the crowd, the flash of
recom the crowd to the street and fired
Medical men, when shown the ofLast night In Milwaukee Martin was This action was taken on
the help of Dr. John
that It had been made by a
metal caught my eye. I did not stop
of
Martin, who was standing In the Milwaukee, and Dr. S. S. Strattou, of
Bize. It entered the fleshy to thi:.k what I was
ficial statement Issued by the sur at the colonel's elbow. Henry F. mendation of District Attorney Sebal,
of
large
Sorenson,
who
Issued a warrant, charging car with tho colonel, lnped to the
doing, and before
the right breast, half way be I
of
geons attending Colonel Roosevelt, Cochems was on the other side.
who
Racine,
In
part
were
Wis.,
audithe
Schrank with shooting Colonel Roose- man's shoulder and bore him to the
really knew it, jumped over the side
seemed to think conditions most fav- ence and cams to the dressing room tween the collar bone and the lower of the car and had
"You get into the car. first," said
with an attempt to kill.
my arms around
ground,
orable. In their opinion the chief Cochems to Martin, as It was custo-- velt,
on a call from the platform, made a rib. The physicians found that they
the neck of a man I had hardly seen.
Schrank's arraignment caused little
O.
of
A.
s
mid-puMilwau
in
of
formation
lie
Girard,
would
more
the
Captain
after their examination
danger
maTy for the colonel to take the
superficial examination of the wound. knew no
excitement at the city hull where
seemed to happen at once.
kee, who wus on the front ceat, j'.isr.p They agreed that it wbb impossible to than before as to the location of the Everything
within the ohest cavity. As the aie Beat.
Judge Neelen'B court room is located. ed almost at the same
was
"There
a flash, a sound of a
an
and
in
decided
send
for
time,
to
bullet did not penetrate that far thisj
The
bullet
and
it
Martin.
was
said
"After you,"
hazard a guess as to the extent of
It had been announced that Schrank
machine to determine to shot, and I was on the ground with
was, of course, obviated.
nteness gave him tlie opportunity to would not be taken to court before instant the man was overpowered the colonel's injuries and that he an
should by all means go at once to a what depth the missile bad penetrat the man, I threw one arm about his '
PhyBlclans are of the opinion he engrave" his name on the roll of fnme, tomorrow. As a result, his appearance and disunited.
nock and held him fast. At the same
A wild cry of "lynch him" went up hospital.
ed.
would be able to leave the hospital for Cochems was out of reach when al city hall wus not noticed, except
time, I caught his gun hand with my
While he was waiting for the
within twelve or fifteen days. With the shot was fired, and iMarlln was by newspaper men, until his case wus from the crowd, Colonel Roosevelt
"I will deliver this speech or die;
the bullet removed, they Bald, the col- right at hand.
spolto to the people and told them to one or the other," was Colonel Roose- machine, Colonel Roosevelt sat upon free hand and wrenched the revolver
called,
the operating table and talked politics from him. He struggled for a minute
onel would require absolute rest for
Schrank was within seven feet ot
Then Schrank, between two detec spare the assassin, The man was velt's reply.
but In spite of the fact that he was
that time to effeot a speedy recovery. the colonel when he leveled his gun at tives who towered a foot above his taken Into the hotel and held there Despite the protests of his physi- and joked with the physicians.
the
brenst. He fired head, was brought to one aide of until he was removed to the police cians, the colonel strode out of the
In the meantime hidden away In acting like a mad man, he did not
the
Eager for the latest newsof
colonel's condition a large crowd gath- - once, but an instant later Martin leap-ere- Judge Neelen'B bench.
station.
dressing room and to the stage. an inner room of the police station keep up the fight long, and, with the
In front of the hospital soon after e(j on him and hurled him to the
District Attorney Sebal read the
The shooting took place In the Several thousand neraons nacked Into Colonel Roosevelt's assailant was be- - help of Captain Girard, I soon had
fcrmal charge of attempted
the presidential oandldate was aimit ground.
murder street la front of the hotel Gilpatrlck. the big building, cheered loudly aa he lng submitted to a rigid examination. him under control.
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DESERVED REWARD.

None can begrudge the farmers of this country their good fortune in the
bountiful orops of this year. Thoy richly deserve all the reward that comes
to them,
.
However much of the profits of many other lines of production may be
due to unfair manipulation, the farmer creates his values through his toll,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
and In creating them enriches all.
8ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
The prosperous, middle-agefarmer of today, facing his declining years
Oldest Dally In the Southwest end Only Dally at State Capital.
in comfort and plenty, may be envied by the wage-workeof the cities.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
But let us not forget that the now prosperous farmer has brought his
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News.. Goes to Every present condition at cost of ceaseless toll and tireless energy, of alraos
Post Office of State.. $2.00 a Year.
Inconceivable
of disappointments and discouragements that only
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
the fittest could survive.
United
States, $2.50
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In
If any life in this country baa been harder than that of the farmer
a Y ear.
it is that of his wife. She, generally without help and with little to do with,
President cooks the meals, does the family washing and the
,
BRONbON CUTTING
sewing, milks the cows,
Editor raises the chickens, makes the Boap and apple butter and bakes the bread
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
Allocate Editor and pies, brings up a generous brood of healthy children, and often finds
F. BROGAN
WILLIAM
Gneral Manager time in the harvest seasons to help her huBband in the fields.
CHARLES M. 8TAUFFER
The lives of these men and women have been the moBt extraordinary and
Entered as sfcond Class Matter at the Santa Fa Poatofflce.
most fruitful in all history. It is the farmers that have converted our vast
domain from a wilderness into rich fields and made possible the flourishing
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
i
$1.25 cities.
15.00 Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per year, by mall
While their horizon was still bounded by the clearing his ax had made,
carrier.
mall
.$1.50
$2.50
by
six
quarter,
months,
per
Pally,
by
Dally,
the prophetia farmer and his wife boldly dreamed of continental conquest.
1.00
Their vision saw beyond the dank awamp, the bleak desert and the dark
2.00 Weekly, six month
Weekly, per year
forest to the lofty bulldingss and the jostling multitudes of mighty cities50
Weekly, per quarter
pralrlea to the seas of golden grain beyond the
beyond the rank, grass-claharsh life of the log hut and the Bod house to the cozy homes of their chil
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
be
and the higher things of life though they
where
should
comfort
dren,
not be for him and her.
The New Mexican is the oldest news paper in New Mexico. It it aent to might
Richly have they earned all the good that comes to them. For they
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and graving circulation
have enriched not themselves alone, but the nation.
among the Intelligent and progressiva people of the Southweit
Agriculture has ever been and ever will be the backbone of all blusi- nesa in this country.
I

IT

OUR ANSWER.

SUMMARY OF

The Albuquerque Morning Journal, the paper which prides itself on being
WEATHER IN
without a policy, has at various times furnlBhed assistance to the progressive
cause in New Mexico. The idea of the paper seems to be "progress where
SEPTEMBER
progress payB." During tne last three months it has performed ihe most
Bevies of caracois which we remember to have seen in any
The month of September, 1912, aversleet. Jt attacked Wilson in the moBt bitter terms. It gave mild
commendation to Taft. It gave what, from the Journal, might be called aged much below the normal, both In
It
praise to Roosevelt, and pronounced his platform the only one which attempts temperature and In precipitation.
to deal with the issues of the day. It jumped on Taft. It belabored Roose was the coldest September within the
velt.
It now considers Wilson the least of three evils. Why? When the records of New Mexico; no previous
people of New Mexico demand the reasons for these myriad changes of month having an average temperature
rront the Journal mumbles something about George Armijo, Governor Curry, of less than 62.3 degrees (1902), while
the month just closed averaged 60.0
or the necessity of defeating Frank Hubbell.
Such puerilities can deceive no one. It is a well known fact that the degrees. The deficiency was general,
1b
for
Journal
sale. That is the one and only explanation for the although greatest in the north and
Morning
the northeast counties, where many
vacillating policy of this "Independent Newspaper."
Under these circumstances it Beems hardly worth while to "waste ammu- stations showed a deficiency for the
nition on anything the Morning Journal may say about us. But a late edi- month averaging more than 6 degrees
torial entitled, "The Fight Still On" contains so many misstatements that we a day. The lower Rio Grande vnlley
feel obliged to Bet our readers right. In the first place, the Journal has for and the mountains districts bad the
some time been talking about a "Blander," an "Insinuation," an "attack" least deficiency, averaging, in a few
made by this paper on former Governor Herbert J. Hagerman. It now has lnstanoes, practically normal, or but
the temerity to assert that a private apology was made to Governor Hager- slightly below, while border counties
man by a representative of the New Mexican. This statement is a fabricagenerally were far below the normal
tion out of whole cloth. No apology was ever made or ever will be made
temperature.
to Governor Hagerman for insinuations made
No previous September experienced
against him by the New
Mexican, fcr the simple reason that no insinuations were ever made. This so low minimum
a
temperatures;
paper has never reflected on Governor Hagerman, and no one except a few minimum of
only 8 degrees was re
unscrupulous persons could ever have distorted anything printed by us so as corded at Elizabethtown, while Dulce
to make it Dear such a construction.
We have yet to find an unprejudiced recorded 11
degrees and Bluewater
reader of Ilia paper who so understood our remarks. They were not so
only 12 degrees. It has been many
understood by Governor Hagerman.
The next misstatement made by the Journal is at first blush of a slightly years, also since so general and dama
so early. Higher
s
character. We quote from the same editorial: "When the so-- aging froBt occurred
called progressive movement of this state fell into the hands of the worst northern and western stations had
0
part of the gangsters against which he fought, he" (Governor Hagerman), damaging frost on the 17th, and it be"Associate Justice R. H. Hanna, Captain W. H. Gillenwater and Levi Huehes came general over the north half of
THE DIRTV WORK.
the state on the 22d or 23d, fully two
mc- - ;ment in disgust.
They were the brains and chief financial
"I am opposed to the higher education of the people; somebody must do quit the
weeks a head of the usual date.
the dirty work of the world; why should not the children of the working hackers of the independent movement a year ago that resulted in the elec
tion of McDcmld as governor and Fergusson as
Temperatures were fairly high at
For President,
congressman. Mr. Cutting
classes be brought up to do the work their parents are now doing?"
the
worked with them, but not so with the men who are Burrounding him now."
beginning of the month, but cool
That Is, or was the opinion of Woodrow Wilson, given by himself.
weather
set in on the 10th to 12th
He explains it now by declaring that he was playing the "smart Alec" ThereWell, let us see. Who are the men worklne with Mr. Cuttine now? and
is former Governor M. A. Otero, for instance. Was he not in the
continued, with little Interruption,
himself
delivered
the
he
of
when
but
as
did
utter
those
he
senti
opinion,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
to hear to its close; many central and south
ments, he must have felt them. He did not think then, however, of being "Independent movement" last year? We should, be Interested
whether tho Journal includes in its list of "ean&ters" the man who nut ern Btations, however, did not exa candidate for the presidency.
and end to I'ubbellism in Bernalillo county. Then, there is Marcos C. de Baca perience the change to markedly cool
The fact is that the opinion expressed by Woodrow Wilson is the one or sanaoval. We seem to have heard
t,
For
of him In last fall's election. There weather until the 20th or 21st.
the leaders of both standpat organizations.
held
his
of
in
by
Taft,
speech
are men In every county, like Elmer E. Studley and Jeremiah
v
The deficiency in precipitation was
Leahy of
ftOAU:
acceptance, declared that the people were not fit to govern on account of Colfax, who fought the
progressive battles last year and are fiehtlne them marked, but not so great as has occur4.
their Ignorance.
still harder now. In the Journal's own city we have probably the
strongest red in several prior years. Much less
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.
The republican national committee is sending out the same doctrine for single influence which went to win the
fight last fall, a man of unBullled rainfall occurred in September, 1895,
use in the Btandpat preBS. The people should not be taught. They would character and
who
is standing with us like a stone wall for 1898, 1908 and 1910. Along the lower
splendid record,
learn things which they ought not to know.
Theodore Roosevelt. We earnestly call upon the Morning Journal to tell end of the Manzano
mountains, over
They would become too familiar with the methods of corporative barons us its candid opinion of the Hon. Jesus Romero. These
For Member of Congress,
men and thousands the headwaters of the Gila and Mim-bre- s
who do not want an Intelligent constituency.
like them were with us last year and are with us now. Mr.
feels
in
rivers
the Black range, and
Cutting
Let them do the "dirty work."
no cause to be ashamed of association with such men.
from extreme southeast Dona Ana
Let the children of the coal miners follow In the steps of their fathers,
As for Captain Gillenwater, he has accepted a place on the
MARCOS C. DE BACA.
and
central
Lincoln
and Otero counprogressive
wno never see uocrs sunlight for months at a time.
executive committee. If under these circumstances he is not with us. it !r ties
eastward, a small excess In pre- Let them delve and toil and remain in ignorance that the owners of the up to him fo say so. We have no reason whatever to
suppose that Judge ciDltation occurred, elsewhere the dn.
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves great interests may pile up their millions at the expense of those wh do
uaseriea me progressive cause. A
sense of his dignified Uciency was general, greatest, how
County, Elmer B. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe the "dirty work." Let them bear the greater burden of the taxation which is position on the bench has kept Judge Hanna from high
anv
takine
nrt in nnlltni ever, over the western and the north
county. In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that necessary for the carrying on of our government, that the mine owners may affairs. We do not, however, believe that he
has authorized the Morning western countieB.
he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who In turn will vote for Mr. oe at least partially exempt and enjoy the luxuries of life.
Journal to announce what cause he is supporting or what cause he has de-Roosevelt lr the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
Only one gen ral shower
period
Do not educate them lest they learn of the taxation question and find seneu.
that those i teeters are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to out the difference between equalized
We have taken space to analyze this editorial hecauna It Ib fvni! nf occurred, from the 9th to the 12th, but
taxes.
and
unequalized
voie ror
KOosevelt That is their only function in this election
Let "the working classes be brought up to do the work of their parents. man, iuhi uuve preceaea ii ana proDaDly of many that will follow it. It scattered showers occurred on several
ana tne onl; connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of There is
other days, notabiy from the 1st to
will be seen that it contains not a single shred of truth in nv nt
danger in educating them.
h lo.Hin
even
are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
loionei koc
But
Remember these opinions of the atandpatters when election day comeB. statements. By exposing such twaddle once for all, we hope we shall avoid 5th, 13th to 16th and 20th-30tall that is necessary to vote for Theodore RooBevelt is to write his name
wasting cur time with this sort of thing again. One of the greatest mov- for the state there was an average of
3
upon the bilot Thia is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and
ementsperhaps the greatest movement in American history is now being only days with precipitation.
THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEA.
The sunshine of tho month was
launched into the sea of crooked politics and archaic iBsues. Are
neip elect , .aeoaore Roosevelt
you with
The fundamental plank in our platform is the plank that pledges us to UB or are you against us? If you are with us on principle- - don't
let us large, Respite the cold; there wrre
20 clear days, 7 pertly cloudy and 3 .
work in waste our energies discussing the character of individual!!
light for social and Industrial justice, the plank that pledges us-t- o
Tf vn, a
THE BLAME (SOURS
a spirit of real brotherhood, scorning any hospitality of creed, Btanding against us. let us know it, and we are
to argue any real issue of this cloudy cays. At SanU Fe there was
ready
When Charles A. Walsh hurtled to death from a height of 5000 feet at together shoulder to shoulder, in no matter what fashion we may severally campaign on its merltB. But don't distort the tsu-- t
... .
per cent of the total possible sun
d th0h. r
Trenton, he died as a victim of foolish greed and in response to a popular choose to worship our Maker; standing together to battle for the poor and set them straight again. Because whatever may be the case with the shine, and at Roswell 69 per cent.
demand for tha sight of dangerous feats.
Somewhat more than UBual wind oc
oppressed, for the lowly and the heavy laden; Btanding together pledged Journal, the New Mexican has a policy of ite own. And it does not
propose
The crowd of 50,000 who paid to see his death were saddened and de to fight while our lives last the great fight for righteousness in this country. to desert the vital issues of this canmaien In
.u- ,
t nrm.
curred, causing a number of dust
-p
"
"0""
:..
rr.
.
""
nnm
.
Theodore Roosevelt.
,
pressed.
1US,,.U,,UU,U
oiwiur or me composition of a central committee. storms, owing to the general dryness.
w
tM any of lerar think of their Individual responsibilities for an awful
It is not only the fundamental plank but the fundamental idea of the
apologize to our readers for taking up their time in discussing the The prevailing direction was from the
WA
a imuer iuttv IB DiatantlV Tor Rn Ia anH wo
.... southwest. The humidity was generaestctliij of. nan me? For the slaughter of aviators 1b one of the present great political battle. It Is a fight for justice against injustice. A ..u.w.
most
shall
not be forced to do so again. This is indeed no time for
mng things of the day.
freedom
fight for
against dictation and bossism.
nemnnami... ally low, except over the lower Pecos
those of Lieut, Rockwell and Corooral Scott at College
nut
we
while
on
are
should
wb
personalities,
rroti
A fight for the rights of the people as opposed by the big interests and llnmlntr
'
. "
OUB-vi"cvi(i,c . 1LTTU U1W valley; Roswell had an average of 70
OaV brlnnv In a rilffnivnt
Tfcaaa mAn w.nt
Invuiuu,, wuiu, , uhu
1oa
uui tor us inn nnmo nr rh. n. ,i,.
u per cent for the month, while Santa Pe
those corporations organized for greed.
dies In the HnA nt
aM UC'
.wu.
Pierce how many drinks Col. Roosevelt took in
.... .1 U mo
U1
" h..u.j. it
ini,
.111,. 1U ta,iA
sow
I,..iney aviators were
Even a paper had but 42 per cent
Albuquerque.
A
for
taxes
an
of
the
can
have
fight
a
equalization
whereby
square
people
heroes.
common
The dancer to the
soldier
these .iiuiry isnowhere near as
par-and whereby the corporations that are evading their share of the bur
TEMPERATURE.
lc,img new e- - This
.
great as that of the military aviator in deal,
iivui TTUUJLU LC 111 lIll.HrRHr rn "a oroo t mnn,,
v ew
in tin)
The mean temperature
den, shall be forced to assume their share.
"i
for the
Mori
rA
v
neace.
J
time 9f
month, as determined from the records
It Is a fight for freedom from tyrannical and corrupt political rule by the
For their deaths iTMk nations of the wojd are responsible. Preparation
87
of
stations having a mean altitude
aw and deadly hase with the invention of the people of the United States.
for war has taken on
-- o
STRONG TESTIMONY.
of about 6000 feet, was 60.6 degrees, or
.
airshfn.
Tl
trvaat
Vha
3.8
riiam.f.
t.
degree below the normal, and 6.9
Walsh killed himsealf.
u.uiq uciwaeumustjvuuBeveii. ana me came wnen iha envornnr degrees
THE PEOPLE AND EDUCATION.
below September, 1911. Tha
a
We killed Rockwell and Scott
franchise
pay
and
corporations
had
tax,
drawn
bills
A Kansas
has these headlines: ; "Night School Opens With providing for this. Chairman Odell of
the state committee and organization highest monthly mean was 70.6 deAnd as nations we shall kill thousands more in time of peace as our air- - Four Hundred." City paper
leaders generally hoisted the signal of rebellion. Roosevelt
fleets are Increased.
clenched his grees at the Rio Grande dam, and the
That is fine, isn't it? It Is a great step in advance when the door is fist and gritted his teeth and drove through the legislature the
Franchise lowest 46.1 degrees at Elizabethtown.
Preparedness for war means constant slaughter of
The highest recorded temperature
Will the people of the world endure this massacre of their boldest sons? opened for young men and women to enter the field where they can grow ion taw. senator Piatt in his "Autobiography."
Be it remembered that the above statement is made hv
mnn whn was 99 degrees at San Marcial on the
Will not a revlusion of feeling similar to that of the 50,000 at Trenton and learn and become better fitted for citizenship; to be prepared for the
big battle of life.
uui .us uib MiBuuiB, wbb uuuuHea io itooBeveii.
8th, and the lowest 8 degrees at Elizafinally bring universal disarmament?
on in spite of the Tafts and the Wilsons who do not believe
Be it remembered that if alive today, he would be
The command universal "Ground Arms!" may finally be the result of the It is going
fighting with all his bethtown on the 23d. The greatest
are
to
not
and
should
be
s
people
intelligent enough
govern themselves,
at Dayton Wilbur and Orvllle
migni to aereat uoi. Roosevelt and would be battling with the standpat re- local monthly range of temperature
the work of two patient bicycle-makergiven the "higher eduation. "
or rait.
was 80 degrees at Bluewater and the
yuuuuuuB lur me
Wright
0
I his only makes his statement stronger.
come
the
soon!
It only brings out more for- least at 36 degrees at Cloudcroft,
May
day
that
characteristic
cibly
this
the
of
between
has
close
the
a
affiliation
there
been
leading
candidate of the progressive party while the greatest local dally range of
pro
campaign
During
gressive party and between the democratic party in New Mexico because it which the people so admire. They like his courage and determination.
They temperature was 64 degrees at Blue- has first been realized that come what might, the corrupt old republican auiuue mm lor nis sense or justice. They applaud him for the
BLOODY INTERVENTION
fight he is water on the 19th. The district averFor a Central American, Mr. Lee Christmas, of Honduras, must receive machine must go down to defeat if the new state of New Mexico is to be rid, making in the interest of the people in a demand for a square deal.
ages were as follows. No. 7, (Cana
There is no campaign documeut that has been printed better than the dian and
unusual consideration aa a prophet. He is likewise pretty considerable of a once and for all, of the practices that have prevailed in the past. These sen
northeast) 59.8 degrees; No.
three
sentences
above quoted, that come back to us now from one who cannot
general and we suspect that be may also be good at diplomacy, since he is timents were voiced by Mr, Fergusson in his opening speech In this city
U'ecos and Rio Grande) 61.0 de
one of the few Central Americans who is able to hold on to his official and by Mr. De Baca in his opening speech. Now the question arises, does speaK, dui lert this written testimony.
No. 9, (western) 59.9 degrees.
the action of Roosevelt was so characteristic. He saw a chanrn tn nirl grees;
head all the time during a period of three consecutive weeks. Mr. Christ Mr. Fergusson lend his consent and approval to the bitter and undignified
PRECIPITATION.
mas declares that had not Mr. Taft intervened in Nicaragua, the revolution attacks that are being made upon the progressive party and upon Colonel In the betterment of the condition of the neonle. and tharo
The
for the Btate. as deter
would surely have spread to Honduras, Guatemala and Salvador and become Roosevelt by some of those who assert that they are for him personally, no dallying, no shrinking in what he felt to be his duty, and what his heart mined average
from the records of 156 stabut are not for either Mr. Wilson, Mr. Taft or Mr. Roosevelt?
the bloodiest In Central American history.
Are they toia mm was right.
tions, was 1.10 Inches, or 0.72 inch be
no wonaer tne common, everyday citizen is with h
Mr. Christmas Is very likely right about this, but this fact does -- not helping him or are they seeking to bring about his defeat by damning him
In thla mtnhia
low the normal and 0.68 below Sep
ngnt tor justice and fair dealing.
destroy all doubt as to the wisdom of Mr. Taft's intervention. In the first with faint praise? It is a grave and an important question.
0
The people have great interests at stake. They know' how those in. tember, 1911. The greatest monthly
place, said intervention has already cost several American lives and a lot
amount was 4.20 at Newman, southern
of money, and, in the next place, there's no telling how often Uncle Sam
Life presents some strange pictures, many with a touch of pathos and terests have been Juggled with.
Otero county, and the least none at
will have as good grounds for intervening, at the cost of American Uvea, as many with the shade of tragedy,
The present condition and position of
They have come to understand how they have been neglected.
several western
The great
he now has.
Gen, Sickles brings this to mind. A valiant and heroio figure of the civil
iney nave come to realize by whom and In what vanne? tho nation 'n est amount in Btations,
any 24 hours was 2.20
Again, it is possible that a great revolution in those Central American war, one of the very few remaining who gained a great prominence, he ousinfss nas been controlled.
inches
at
Newman on the 12th. 0.01
They want such a man as that described by Senator Piatt. They want
states would be a good thing for that part of the world. They are hope-lesBl- appears now in the closing days of his life in a position that seems far from
Inch or more precipitation oocurred
in .his treatment of his wife who Is making an effort to aid him Theodore Roosevelt.
incapable of
having in fact degenerated into mere admirable
on
an
In his financial distress. While the brave soldier will
average of 3 days. The dis0
always be remembered
military despotisms. They're bankrupt, their finances are practically run
trict averages were as follows: No.
by Wall Street, and their chronic belligerency makes them a continual for his record in the great war, yet this shadow that has come so late in IT ONLY HELPS.
1.44 inches; No. 8, 1.12 inches; No.
life will have a tendency to. dim the glory of his
early achievements and
temptation or justification for Intervention by established nations. Their
The testimony of
Roosevelt was direct and slmDle and
0.46 inch.
cast Just a stain on what seemed to be a record only of brilliancy in
peoples are of two classes the rich who can hire soldiers, and the rest
and
will
his
word
be accepted. What the country is now
straightforward,
who can drag along on peppers and the unmarketable fruits. A general patriotism, courage and sacrifice.
is
curious
about
the
of
Professor
Wilson's
.
origin
funds and "THE CAUSE," 8AY8 JOHNSON.
0
revolution might result in a union under which some form of good and
and more craftily hidden resources of Mr. Taft. The lack of
There is something pasBlng strange in it, but the only campaign con the heavier
stable government could be hoped for, or in a general cleaning up interventSpringfield, Ohio, Oct. 14. Govern
and
lack
of
of
the
curiosity
senatorial
committee
enterprise
in
tributions that seem to interest the standpatters of both the old parties
regard to or Johnson today opened- his third
ion by the gent with the Monroe doctrine.
two
now comprehended by the nubile and is havine itn
funds
these
is
are
those given to the Roosevelt campaign. They are the only iniquitous effect.
Ohio invasion with a
We truBt that Mr, Taft will not be stingy with his messages of sympathy
speech to a
offerings ever donated and the Colonel is the only candidate who did wrong
one third of whose members
to the mothers or those seven American boys who have been ahot.
The partisan press is now doing good work wherever it continues its crowd,
In accepting them.
Is certainly peculiar that in the face of his "waningIt
were women and progressive
0
fight, he is still the object of attack from both the old organizations,
It unreasonaDie attacks upon and personal abuse of Colonel Roosevelt. This
Ib unusual
to continue an attack on an already routed party and an already course has led to a reaction. The people simply won't believe. They know
I LIKE A MAN TO BE GAME
"Men count little in this campaign,"
Roosevelt and know that he made a good president and accomplished the
I dislike a charge by innuendo more than I do a direct charge. I like defeated candidate. It is one of those cases where "actions speak louder
governor said. "They are imfor
the
great things
good of the American people. They reason that if he portant
than words," and the actions Indicate fear.
a man to be game. Roosevelt to the Senate committee.
in the aspect that they
made a good president once, he will, with his experience, make even a better have the only
n
That ia Theodore Roosevelt.
power to carry out the progone
De
cannot
moved.
xney
again,
Ollle James, who keynoted at Baltimore and who is about to assume
ressive legislation that the people are
That is likewise the feeling of the American people.
It has been a marked and excellent development of the past week that demanding
The average American 1b game, too, and he likes a man to be game. the Blue Grass toga, has begun to make suggestions for Wilson's cabinet, his
and in their records of
a
is
Detter
evidenced
in
old
the
attitude
of
the
line
first
a
as
spirit
republicans
a
through post performances.
assay
It has been the spirit of this nation since our forefathers fought their way
suggester being Bryan for attorney general, It is little
out
the
the
country.
Though
to
recognizing
It
apparent
of
be
harmless
Ollie
but
hopelessness
is
amusement
Taft
a
early
if
the
of
to
and
cabinets,
us
and
"And
forecasting
the chance to be what we
the Declaration
that is why I said little about
up
gave
Independence
enjoys it, it's all right. It occurs to us, however, that Bryan's equipment cause they no longer, in their bitterness against the progressive party, men in my address.
are today.
I love to dwell
There Is never anything equlvocable in what Roosevelt says. Outspoken, would make him more eligible for secretary .pf state than legal adviser, threaten to ally themselves with the democrats. They realize that the upon the cause.'"
choice now lies between Roosevelt and Wilson and the first gust of rjasslon
courageous expressions come naturally to him, because he is built that way but perhaps Ollle thinks that office would about fit a man by the name of
over, they are changing their minds as to what they will do. This ia made
and this is one of the qualities that the American people admire In him. James.
Sick headache is caused hv n mni--.
evident By the attitude of a great number of the republican newsDaners. the dered
0
and that has won their confidence. It is time for courageous speech and
stomach. Take Chamberlain's
Tablets and correct that and the headUntil ,the actual count Is made election night the result of the great
courageous action.
.
.
0
at
stake.
We have great interests
battle cannot be Judged fairly, nor even estimated fairly, Kach newspaper
aches will disappear. For sale
by all
dealers.'
The progressive party is pledged to a care for those Interests. It Is sees through a lens that is colored to its own view, but this much must be ACT OF ROObEUELT.
the
are
American
deas
never before and are
stirred
people
pledged to regard the rights of the common people; to aid them; to lift admitted, that
There is one act of Theodore Roosevelt's official life which the work
termined upon a change. They have come to a realization of their con men Beeiu to remember more
them up.
DENVER
PHYSICIAN DEAD.
sharply and with deeper appreciation than
dition and have seen how their interests have been disregarded by the party
The people have awakened to a recognition of It.
any other. They speak of it when they enter progressive headquarters and Denver, Colo.. Oct. J 4 nr w ir
see
In
in
the
election
Theodore
of
Roosevelt.
power.
They
help
0
they write of it constantly in their letters promising to support the nro- - Buchtel, a well known nhvsician. w
.
o
gressive ticket. When in the year 1902 the miners entered on their fight for found dead about 2 o'clock thi
f.
The Philadelphia Record Bays: "Dixon wanted to talk about the Wilson me witn me coat trust ana expressed a willingness to arbitrate, the
IT POINTS TO ROOSEUELT
trust ternoon In his down town office. The
r
cause
we
nave
to
of
the
The signs are multiplying of what will occur on election day, not the and Taft campaign funds rather than about the Roosevelt fund.''
death has not benn ion.
arbitrate.
saia:
notning
Hut that doesn't seem to be what the committee wants to hear about;
The legislature and the courts were back of the trust. The minora were ed definitely, but it is believed to be
least of which are the results of votes taken throughout the country on a
nor the Taft supporters; nor the Wilson supporters.
They all wanted to willing to work at fair wages. The consumers needed coal. The attorneys heart disease.
somewhat extensive scale. These ballots, too, have been taken by
paper combinations, the management of which has been inimical to the hear about Roosevelt. It Is to be noticed, however, that since the out for the coal barons advised them: "Nobody can Interfere with you." Theo
P. A. WootBey, a brakeman at. .Tuck.
There was not much room for deception, however, spoken evidence of Roosevelt on the witness stand, the Interest in the 1904 dore Roosevelt Interfered. He was told that interference would cost him his
progressive cause.
He spolce and the barons consented to arbitrate.
and there baa been no mistaking the voice of the people, as so far ex and 1908 oonfrll'iitlons have "waned."
sonvllle, Texas, says! "I wn rtnm
0
vote-takerTho men and women who labor for wages seem to have a holding belief with kidney trouble and rheumatism
the
pressed. To the amazement and disappointment of the
Job Hedges says that Roosevelt was a luxury as president Well, the mat ineoaore iiooseveit win continue to do as he has done in the
result has been overwhelmingly in favor of Roosevelt. The host of straws
past. The so bad I could hardly get un. and ha
have shown the direction of the wind which Is developing into a hurricane. people have not enjoyed any luxury since he went out, and from all appear word at headquarters Is that labor 1b reading the promises contained in baokaohe all the time, and was almost
ances they want'some more of that Roosevelt luxury. The trend of events the progressive party's platform and that it believes
.The poll was a blunder on the part of the allies of the interests.
they were made to be tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
So, while no political calactlysm has occurred within the last few days, looks like It.
kept. '
Kidney Pills and after taking one
0
there has been an Increase of something in the air, that indefinable change
bottle l wa better, and when I had
in the atmosphere
and the feeling that something has been all progressive.
Taft's Cincinnati headquarters are on Plum street. Remarkably an- - taken two more I was
The Illinois Cannon, familiarly known as "Uncle Joe," does not seem to'
thoroughly
It is that which suggests the landslide.
bo very noisy in the present campaign.
propriate, hm't it?
cured." For sale by all DruggiBts.
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JOHN ROBERTS
VIEWS OF ELK'S BEAUTIFUL
ROOSEVELT (S
REGARDING
HOME ON LINCOLN AVENUE
WRITES
POPULAR BACK
MEXICO
OLD
IN NEW YORK
of the
near hero or In various
New York City, N. V., Oct. 14. A
disinterested poll of the smoking car
on Train No 245 of the Now York
Central arriving In New York 8:04 A.
M Oct. 3, gave these results:
.. 2
Taft
20
Wilson
23
Roosevelt
5
Undecided
an
The Chicago Ilecord-Horalpaper, publishes this morn
ing the following straw votes:
Masonlo Temple Chicago: Roosevelt
81, Taft 26, Wilson BO.
Good Roads Convention, Peoria, 111.:
Roosevelt 49, Taft 24, Wilson 42.
Illinois Bankers Convention, Peoria:
Hoosevelt 31, Taft 42, Wilson 40.
A vote taken on the C. R. I. P. Train
fioin Chicago to Denver yesterday
gave 30 to Roosevelt, 24 to Wilson and
lb to Taft. Six women voted,
A poll taken at the B. & 0. Railroad
office yesterday, resulted in 82 votes
for Roosevelt, 10 for WlUon and none
for Taft.
At the Marshall Law School yesterday the vote stood 22 for Roosevelt,
15 for Wilson, 11 for Taft, 4 for Debs,
4 not voting.
In a large manufacturing plant on
the northwest side of Chicago at a
poll taken yesterday out of 308 employes, 282 voted for Roosevelt
(From the New York Evening World.)
The Colonel is home again after a
ten thousand mile swing. He was
the healthiest looking "sick man" who
ever stepped off a train. He was
there with the smile, there with the
'
laugh, there with the new hat fresh
from the ring and not a dent In it.
"Do you still feel like a bull moose?"
somebody asked him. "Do I look
feeble?" he retorted, and .the crowd
laughed with him and cheered him.
"I'm the first Presldentail candidate
who has campaigned against the Republican party in the south in sixty
years," said the Colonel.
President Taft arrived from Washat the
ington a little over a week ago
one
depot. Four newspapermen and
cameras
camera greeted him. Six
covered the Colonel as he stepped
from his private car. A score of
newspaper men swooped down on him
to hear him say he had nothing to
cheersay. He Bald It and the crowd
dised. He said he didn't want to be
turbed at Oyster Bay. More cheers.
in
Tha Colonel raised his hat The woA
creasing crowd cheered again.
i,orf hr wav through the
crowd with her baby in her arms.
"that
"See," she said to the child,
man there? That's Col. Roosevelt.
rrw nnr next President." "Goo,
rnnl" cheered baby. President Taft
m
with a nuard. The Colonel
didn't need one. He had the crowd
a
with him. A colored porter with red
the
cap pushed his way through
and his
crowd, his eyes sparkling
teeth shining like new white dice,
no
home.. Cunnel,
.u ",in,v,
.......
All,
shook the
greeted, and the Colonel
utatrAtohed hand.
ThB news of the Colonel's coming
nronrt throunh the depot like
electric shock. Women took a chance
to
of losing their trains in preference
. -- iht of the Bull Moose.
Off
Men stopped to raise their hats.
Colonel
went the Roosevelt lid. Theauto
and
r, in .iirht of his
WUl UWU up - o
road agents.
family by the camera
Qoni Plunk! "Let her go!
t,,
words
cried the Bull Moose Precious were
men. There
.for the newspape
a i,rii s the Colonel emerged
for- into the open. Reporters pressed
to hear what the Bull moose
.
tn hit family. A story was
,.,m m nn "nothing to say.
The walk from the train to the waiting
worth a column to me
writers. The Colonel
hands with his chauffeur. More space
..
A man with a Banner ui.j..-and Johnson
photos of Roosevelt
'
next
hollered "three cheers for out
The pavement shook, the
President."
windows above shrieked, the employes
the
cheered,
of the Pennsyvania
machine honk- - honked and theJEoln
... t, wv to Osvter Bay.
,. Rhode Island Republican
Roosevelt is no
who said: "Now that
the campaign!
in
factor
a
longer

Since coming down to the American
consulate in Chihuahua, 1 have re-oelved a number of inquiries from per- sons living throughout New Mexico
relative to the opportunities open In
Mexico for young men speaking the
Spanish and English languages. Since
the apparent settlement
of political
conditions In this immediate vicinity
I have been able to make
inquiries
manufacturers
among the prominent
and mine owners of Chihuahua to the
end noted, as follows:
The best opening for young men in
this section of Mexico lies In the large
mining and lumber camps of which
there are many in the state of Chi
huahua. These camps are willing to
snap up young men all the time who
have a fair education and a knowledge
of both the Spanish and English languages. Clerical positions are open
in their offices, and for those who
desire out-doo- r
employment are such
position as foreman,
etc. The companies who employ the
largest number of men In their camps
are the Madera Lumber company, MaS. Pearson & Son,
dera, Chihuahua;
Batopllas, Chihuahua; The Rio TInto
Copper company, Terrazas, Chih., the
American Smelting & Refining comand many
pany, Chihuahua, Chih.,
other smaller companies who, on account of the revolution, lack such men
sb are described above, and writing to
these parties giving references and
stating that one has knowledge of
Spanish, will, without a doubt, get a
position for the young man which will
pay from $50 to $150 gold, posBibly
Bookkeepers,
more, as a starter.
stenographers, typewriters, civil and
hydraulic engineers, machinists and
chauffeurs can readily And employ
ment in Chihuahua with good salaries
for ad
and excellent opportunities
vancement or going Into business on
Of
course,
their own responsibility.
there are many men coming into Mexothers
and
men
ico: doctors, mining
with a profession but they will find it
very difficult to And good positions
here as they lack the most esBential
qualification necessary for a successful career in a foreign country

new home
has had its "pic- Btate.

parts

an
the

Elk always an Elk,"
members leave the
Bented lve hut 4 fa,nt Idea oI tne real city, they still belong to this lodge,
beauty ana o"'rt and sociability though they have privileges at any
Which tll6 WOrdB "Elks'
Home" Of other Elks' home in the United States.
of Lodge 400 spell.
As told In the first illustration the
In this beautiful home a gay sea Elks' new home Is a Mission style
son 1b already being mapped out, with building with a porch which will be
dedicated--It

been

"Once
for, even If

OFFICIAL NEWS.
Governor William C. McDonald has
returned from Albuquerque and today
presided at the meeting of the state
equalization board. The board spent
the morning going over applications
for reducement of assessment.
The state medical board is in session today at the capttol. The members met this morning in the senate
chamber on the second floor. Dr.
William D. Radclltf, of Belen, president of the board presided.

to
state.
in the recommendations
the assessors last spring this board
of securing as
urged the necessity
Tbe
high a valuation as possible.
assessor of Sierra county took this
hoard at Its word and placed the same
valuation on these
lands
grazing
which ho had placed on them In the
year 1911 and which valuation was
sustained by the then board of equalization.
The appellant company has
so far refused to pay that tax. Under
the increased necessities and expenditures of the state government any
reduction In an asBeaeed valuation
should be avoided.
"Should this board Insist upon reducing the valuation of this company
the example set to
other tax
payers, both large end small, decidely
will not be beneficial to the
county
ar.d state. By
sustaining the assessment for which a precedent already
exists, the board will promote the pub
lic policy for valuations more in pro
portion to the actual value of property
n the state. Nor will the
sustaining
of this assessment
prejudice the appellant company which will still have
the right to review the proceedings of
thlB board, or the
proceedings of the
ussessor and board of county commissioners In the state courts by tbe
various remedies provided by common
law.
It is extremely exceedingly
doubtful if the county will have the
same rights of review which, are re
served for the tax payers."

results. We hope, therefore, that every
teacher, no matter In what school-pu- blic,
church or Indian you may be
teaching, will be at this meeting. Tho
great majority of our teachers live in
or near Santa Fe and there Is no reason why we should not have an en-

The session will
joyable afternoon.
not be long not over two houra."
The following is a list of the members of the county road boards appointed to date:
Martinez,
TaoB county Ouesimo
Arroyo Hondo; A. Gusdorf, TaoB; F.
W. Drake, Hodges.
Valencia county JoBe O. Chaves,
Los Lunas; John Becker, Jr., Belen;
Edmundo C, de Baca, Belen.
San Miguel county Sostenes Del-cadMORE NEW COMPANIES.
El Chaperlto; William Spring
Articles of Incorporation were filed
Las Vegas; A. A, Jones, Las VegaB.
er,
state
the
of
office
In
the
corportoday
Sierra county Cornelius Sullivan,
ation commission by the Dolcoatb
Hlllsboro; H. A. Wolford, Hlllsboro;
Mining company with office at CarlsEdward James, Chloride.
bad and Etienne P. Bujuc statutory
San Juan oounty John C. Hubbard,
agent. This company is capitalized
Farmlngton; T. H. Pierce, Azeto; Dr.
at $1,000,000, divided into $000,000 preC. D. Smith, Laplata.
ferred and $400,000 common stock.
Sandoval county Alfred J. Otero,
There are 6000 shares of preferred at
1. C. Mondragon,
Jemez Springs;
at
common
$1.
400,000
and
$10
Bernalillo; Adelberto C. de Baca, Berare:
(Common
The stockholders
nalillo.
stock) Charles R. Brice, Carlsbad,
Roosevelt county Ed. Walls, Ellda;
P,99,-40100; Richard Ivey, Mexico City,
T. J. MollnarL Portales; J. B. Prlddy,
J. B. Harris, Houston, Texas, 100;
Portales.
C.
Ewlng Boyd, Houston, Texas, 100; v
McFarland,
county Fred
.
.
Quay
C. Hinds, Houston, Texas, via;
Logan; J. W. Corn, Tucumcarl; DonHarris, Tuxpan, Mex., 1UU, ana a. i.
ald Stewart, Tucumcarl.
i"e
Childress, Terrell, Texas, iw.
Romero,
Mora
county Eugenlo
preferred stock Is owned Dy niuuaru
Mora; H. W. Brown, Wagon Mound;
took 60,000
The Elks' New Home.
Ivey, of Mexico ' City, who
Mound.
J. Frank Curns, Wagon
shares.
Luna county Roy Bedlchek, Cap
a code of "ru'.es and regulations." one also to pass a delightful evening,"
Articles were also tiled by J. A. Maitol Dome; G. M. Sadler, Lewis Flats;
These rules set apart one day in the he added, smiling brightly at the honey, (Incorporated), with office at
Ripley C. Hoffman, Deming.
week Thursday as "ladles'
day" recollection of "dedication night," nomine naming James A. Mahoney
Guadalupe county P. L. Harring
mei--antil- e
when the wives and daughters of Elks October 4, 1912.
statutory agent, to do a general
NATIONAL GUARD.
ton, E. Vaughn; John H. Hicks, Santa
will be at home on Lincoln avenue.
business. The capitalization
A CROWNING ORDER.
The following named officers have Rosa; Benigno Padilla, Puerta de
The club house will be turned over to
It was stated that the Elks have is $150,000, divided into 1600 Bhares submitted their resignations
which Luna.
them for the entire day, to play cards, 250 members and 125 are In the city. at $100. The corporation begins with
have been accepted:
Lincoln county J. M. Vega, J. x.
read sing or amuse themselves in This number is steadily growing, for $3000, the shareholders being Joseph
F.
Otto
1st
Captain
Elder,
Infantry.
Lincoln; Paul Mayer, wmte
Laws,
J.
iu,
other ways.
Charles
Kelly,
scores of applications have been re- A. Mahoney, 10;
1st Lieutenant Thomas W. Nolan, Oaks.
of
are
all
e
would-bmembers.
and Frank D. Conner, 10;
The Elks are planning another day ceived by
1st Infantry.
Grant county George W. Hanner,
As defined in the encyclopedia the nomine.
"Bocial day" for each week. It is
2nd Lieutenant Charles, N. Robblns, Lordsburg; John M. Bully, Banta una;
Electric
Light
charit"one
of
is
the
Elks
The Albuauerque
tn be an evening rather .than a day
prominent
1st Infantry.
J. L. Burnslde, Silver City.
nnH Power company, with office at Al
when one of the Elks will invite his able and benevolent secret fraternities
2nd Lieutenant Edward J. Hoering,
Talbot, Ar- Eddy county Gayle
wife to act as hostess. Of course she in the Pnlted States, of the 'friendly buquerque, filed a notice that Alonzo 1st
Fred Dealborn, Carlsbad; R. M,
Infantry.
tesia;
an
v.
JS.
tmuer
formwas
founded
succeeds
to
McMIIIen
In
B.
aid
name
her
assistants
her
society' variety. jt
may
The following promotions, subject to Thome, Carlsbad.
looking after the social event of that ally in 1871, but dateB back through its agent.
examination, in the national guard of
AUTO NUWCfi'
NOTES.
1S06.
to
social
PER80NAL
several
event
of
the
organizations
The
crowning
New Mexico, are announced, to date
evening.
It was the poet vho said "Anal
Members of the corporation commis- from
occasion will be a dance, no doubt, and Charles Algernon S. Vivian, an Engtoday:
linped In numbers tnd the numbers
or. the polished floor of the lodge lishman, an actor, and son of a clergy- sion have returned from Silver City.
1st Lieutenant Burton F. Littleton, came." For some areeks the clerical
the New
Captain IFred Fornoff, of
1st Infantry, to be captain, vice Elder, force of Secretary ot State Antonio
Mexico mounted police, is back from
Lucero has been "lisping in numbers"
resigned.
a trip to the west of the state.
2nd Lieutenant William P. Hauser, and finally these numbers have argame-wardechief
deputy
B.
Otero,
Page
1st Infantry, to be 1st liuetenant, vice rived. They came in an immense box
is back at his desk after a
all the way from St. Louis and when
With the settlement of the Mexican
Nolan, resigned.
illness.
brief
revolution will come the greatest
2nd Lieutenant Frank H. Donahue, opened they were found to be tin
of
Baca,
Superintendent
Assistant
men
waits and bearing
1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant, vice "slabB" painted
openings for energetic young
the department of public Instruction, Littleton, promoted.
numbers from 1 to 1500. "They
with
green
fair educations. Mexico win
man," said A.
has returned from LaB Vegasill.where 2nd Lieutenant Hugh A. Carlisle, are for the choo-chomore
in commerce, inadvance
he visited his brother, who Is
1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant, vice P. Hill. In other words, the proud
dustries, manufactures and. mining in
the
of
will disArthur P. Hill, chief clerk
to unasslgned possessors' of automobiles
the next ten years than she has in tne
return- Browne, transferred
secretary of state's office, has
play this green and white color
last fifty. American and .ngiiBn con
list
interthe
in
tour
back of the
ed from a campaign
tractors are carefully watcning ior
1st Sergeant Perry Keown, Company Bcheme on the
vehicle.
The number Is sim
ests of the Democratic party.
the close of the revolution when they
"K," 1st Infantry, to be 1st lieutenant,
's
not
CONVICT.
Indx.
an
only for the
MARSHAL BAGS
ply
vice
can come into Mexico and help build
Dearborn, resigned.
Is back
safety to find bis machine
City Marshal Rafael Gomez
lBt Sergeant J. D. Powers, Company
her immense dams and reservoirs that
from San Rafael, his namesake, "H," Isf Infantry, to be 2nd lieuten- ia a crowd but to let the police know
contemplated, to help ex
an
who's who in New Mexico" when the
.
bringing with him Estalio Muniz,
tend her railroads, her highways ana
near San ant, vice Robblns, resigned.
speeding or other ordinance Is vio
escaped convict captured
H.
Russell,
Orville
build new modern cities; in fact, to
1st
Sergeant
I
lated.
PafuBl.
The marshal delivered mo
toto ndvantaae of Mexico's wonder
"L," 1st Infantry, to be 2nd
Land Commissla er Robert P. Br- A
I
man over to the prison authorities. It Company vice Donahue, promoted.
-- v
VJY
ful resources and help develop mem.
lieutenant,
not
made
was
accompanied !) his son, John
vien,
the capture
that
appeirs
Comnow
way
under
are
1st Sergeant John W. Garrett,
Immense projects
extensive motor
Ervien, is maklna
without ouite a struggle with friends
lieuAll
this
presents
to
come.
2nd
to
be
1st Infantry,
with more
the interest ot
tour of
convict. One of these is said pany "C,"
the
of
of
full
Into
a
dismissed.
place
vice Carson,
only an open gate
the land office. B vil likely be gone
to have been Juan Chavez Trujillo tenant,
Room.
The
In
iumoi
Receptlo'.i
Wlloy,
P.
mines,
rich
ne month.;
nnnortunities,
until the middle
who with a gang of half a dozen men lBt Lieutenant Ferneley
from
and agriculture, lor me bclivu j"""t
is sxpeciea
Governor Mcuona,!
church, Is put up a fight "With the aid of the 1st Infantry, having been absent
room, this function will prove of keen man of the Established
m
six
for
than
who
leave
without
the
speaKS
opanisu.
state
trm
American
Alhiuuerqui;
back here Saturday
g
citizens of San Ra
I credited as the rounder.
good,
interest to all who attend It.
mere
sectirmf.
wUtx
tnai
will
say
In
I
iU
ncaamtawe.
he
connection
Jmbeen
Is,
compliance
this
' 1
250 ELKS.
"A primary purpoBe is the social en- - fael, I was able to get my man, bbiu months,
vNiii likelv attHid a mteetiim "of the
1904 dismissed
of
laws
la mnrfl American
capital invested
40,
101,
chapter
- the marshal today.
characterIs
Vvment
a
A
in
Elks
of its members.
The local lodge of
strong
from the service.
board Of equalization upon, his renow in the state of Chihuahua than
MATTERS.
EDUCATIONAL
,, r.i h utatea of the union put to organization, not only in numbers but j lBtio 1b found in its secret, charitable
Officers recently promote!! are as turn, .t
The following Is the program for the
There
folAmeri
ana
Denevoient
eomriDuuonH.
the
In the variety of. professions reprewith companfes as
iKcoRPrJaOH PAPERS.
gether, which shows that
meeting of the Santa Fe county teach- signed to duty
- 0ntDfl
Thoro om im Elka llvin in Is no insurance ieaiure. iixo
The ejHTot Hflfier and Owen Bled
".
can CapliailBl reiu.oo
ers to be held at 2 p. m. Saturday in lows:
titles
the
initials
of
in
is
vera
the
opportu
favorable
more
Littleton
more
F.
repeated
living
ln
Santa Fe and as many
Captain Burton
room of the Old Palace:
incoryfation papera in the office of
Esteemed Leading the assembly
the corporation commission yesterday
Schools of pany L, 1st inrantry.
The
nities for Investment tnan any uu - inolosed in glass before the severely of Its officers,
General
Toplo
1st Lieutenant William F.
iiauser, to do a general real estate business. ,
country, and Amerl- cold weather arrives. The building Is Knight, Esteemed Loyal Knight and Santa Fe County.
rnitnep in omnlov
- It permits only one lodge
at
The company is Incorporated
50 by 75 feet and Is two stories high the like.
can concerns am
A Review of School Conditions and Company "D," 1st Infantry.
Its cost was In a city and indulges in a unique
1st Lieutenant Frank M. uonanue, $50,000 with a paid In capital of $2,American labor which they haven t, with a large basement
County, Supt
Fe
Santa
in
Prospects
at
all
are
to get $16,000.
at 11 o'clock at night,
D.
C.
stockholders
able
00.
The
ceremony
been
1st
Infantry.
"L,"
time,
Company
at the present
V. Conway.
(This ceremony Is a
On the ground floor are the recep of Its sessions."
1st Lieutenant Hugh A. iJarnsie, Collier, $1300; Frank Owen, $1300;
to meet the demand.
Education of the Indians In Santa
sarcastic
and F. C. Wilson, $100.
V.
H.
Thoo who desire further Informa tion room leading to billiard room, reply to the Shakespearean,
Company "G" 1st Infantry- F.
Coggeshall,
Fe
Supt.
County,
Bix
and
months
to
about
Mex card rooms and library.
"Dead
The Santa Fe Dredging company, of
remark
1st Lieutenant Perry Keown, tymtion in any matter relative
Indian School.
remember
Elks
is the local
the
which A. B. Renehan
not
forgotten," for
1st
of
Infantry.
"K,"
Up stairs is the "lodge room" which
pany
and
Qualifications
ico may write to John w.
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bad the money.
Q. Did you ever meet Czolgosx or
hnJ been culled the sick animal. An ordinary Bengal tiger or
know him in his life time?
arauid'Ho does not overeat, or smoke or drlnfc.tv excess,
A. No. sir; no, sir; how could If
or stay up all night wni awaken next morning with a bad taste in the
I have been all that time since I have
mouth.
been here in New York.
Civilized man la especially likely to be sick, for the things that Improve
Q. Did you know John Most when
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
life also make us ill through their abuse,
he was alive?
8ANTA FE N EW MEXICAN.
America has a tremendous sick list. A report on national vitality
A. No, sir.
Oldest Dally In the 8outhwet an d Only Dally at Stats Capital.
shows 3,000,000 people annually sick, at nil times. Our sickness costs us
Q. Did you ever hear him talk?
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
This
$1,500,000,000 a year about twice the revenue of the government.
A. No, sir.
Makes Speoialty of Mining, Political and Industrial New.. Goea to Every estimate does not Include the incalculable loss of efficiency of people who
Q. Did you ever hear Emma Gold,
Pott Office of State.. $2.00 a Year.
.
are jUBt tired, fagged, below par.
man?
' ELNUEVO MEXICANO.
We
could
Ab a sick nation we have done fairly.
double, treble, quadA. No, sir, I am not an anarchist
In United States, 12.50
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper
ruple our work If we wiped out sickness. It Is no Idle dream. It can be
or socialist or democrat, or republiY ear.
done. In fact, It Is being done. One of the greatest reforms now on in this
can; I just took up the thing I thought
Preeldent
BRONeON CUTTING
HE KICKS WHEN THEY REFUSE TO LET VISITORS
Is to "get well."
SEE HIM, BUT FINALI
it was best to do.
Editor country
,'
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
smalland
fever
ended
We
almost
and
have obliterated yellow
scurvy
Q. You arei ' not a member of any
Associate Editor
F. BROGAN
"
WILLIAM
DECIDES THAT SURGEONS HAVE HIM ROPED AND HOG-IIEDON
pox., In another generation any city thdt has a typhoid' epidemic will be
party?' ,; '.'.
General Manage
CHARLES M. STAUFFER
held up to public scorn. Today there are 500,000 people continually $lck
A. No, sir. I thought there should
LOSE MY PLACER HE SAYS OF HIS BOOK.
'
from tuberculosis, an easily preventable disease; In another generation
be ah example of the third term if It
Entered ai Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Postofflce. ;
,
There are 3,000,000 cases of malaria every
tuberculosis should be rare.
should exist any longer. Mr. Grant
year; Vigorous war on mosquitoes will make it unknown.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
was refused and he was satisfied, .This,
We are entered on a new health era.
National, state and municipal
man was refused and he is not satis$5.00 Dally, per quarter, by mall.'. ....$1.25
Dallv. ner year, by mall
WILL
BULLET
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of
bureaus
boards
medical Inspection,
of hygiene, better sanitary laws,
fied and I tried to satisfy blra. It has
$2.50Daily, per quarter, by carrier.. $1.50
Dally, six months, by mall
better trained doctors and nurses are rapidly improving general health. '' '
gone beyond limits. If he keeps on
1.00
no
We
moutha
are
2.00
still
more.
six
The
doing
living,
longer
right
learning
Weekly,
people,
Weekly, per year
doing this after election he can't pos
IS FOR PRESENT, SAYS DR.
nil
believe religiously in
drugs, but are finding that jjure air, pure
weekly, per quarter
sibly carry a solid western state. The
water, pure food and war on flies, mosquitoes and rats are halt the battle,
next thing we will have a civil war
and freedom from worry and anger the other half.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
because he will say: "The scoundrels
We are wisely spending much thought on the conservation of our
my nomself last
that her father's con- and thlvese and crooks stole
'
The New Mexican la the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It is) sent to natural resources; we are Just as wisely devoting thought and effort to con Sk Chicago, 111., Oct. 16. The X dition wasnight
ination and now they will steal my
not
pat
serlouB,
resources.
smilingly
vital
our
and growing circulation serving
X fourth rib on Colonel Roosevelt's X ted the hand of her sister and show election, and they will take up arms
erery postoffloe In the Territory, and has a large
By lengthening and strengthening our lives we can create a new and
among the Intelligent and progressive people or the boutnwest
in all the western states. We are facX right sldt was fractured by the X ed no
anxiety. She had read a copy
higher and eminently more efficient civilization in this sick old world.
civil war just to keep him in a,
X bullet whtci struck him at Mil- of the physicians' bulletin, whicn in ing a
0
term in an illegitimate place."
waukee Monday night. This be- - 3k dicated a more
condition third
Improved
came known today after mem- - 3k than even the
Q. Where did you get all this idea
N0T THE SAME.
hopeful situation yes
Our friends, the enemy, in an effort to belittle the progressive move St bers of his family had visited 3k terday and told its contents to Miss from?
LA.
I have been reading history all
Sk him.
It w..j also learned that 3k Ethel while Theodore,
ment, are recalling the populistio movement of twenty two years ago, which
Jr., listened at the time.
.
3k the
i'K
man In 3k
ihotograph
ATTACK ON ROOSEVELT.
swept Peffer Into the senate from Kansas, retiring Senator Ingalls, a most
tentively,
Q. You don't find that anywhere
who brought and held Kansas in the limelight as 3i Milwaukee failed to reveal the ex- - 3k
national
brilliant
figure,
reto
The
failed
words
reassuring
nominaThe dastardly attempt on the life of Roosevelt In Milwaukee last night the state had never been
stole
his
that
they
brought before, and has never been brought since. Sk act location of the bullet. A Si move the look of anxiety on the young in history
tion and are going to steal his
This era has been brought to mind by the death of Peffer, who was 3k more minute examination of the 3k er
will make him thousands of votes. No matter what the animus of It
a few words
face
but
after
girl's
3k
once into obscurity after his single six
plates will be made this afterwith the colonel himself, and after
no matter who is back of it; no matter how it was planned, the sympathy never senatorial size and sank at
3k noon.
3k
A, I don't have to read that In
year term.
his cheery greeting, and Invitation to
You must know in the Chiof the people will be aroused.
V
movement
The fractured rib, it was ex- - 3S
of
and
the
movement
of
The
history.
populism
progresslveism are
caused the patient's X "sit down and gossip" with him, Miss cago convention It was in every paThe American people hate a coward and despise cowardly action. Know not to be compared. The former was confined to a small area In the central Sk plained, had
she
Roosevelt's nervousness fled and
west. It never had an advocate In the senate aside from Peffer and Kyle, 3k pains in ' breathing
per. Everybody could read it.
previously 3k
ing Theodore Roosevelt and admiring his courage, and believing In him, of South Dakota, who speedily drifted away from the fast disintegrating Sk noted by the surgeons.
3k laughed with her father and wanted
Q. You read it in the paper then?
to
how
have htm tell her "just
it hap
3k
A. He says it every time he speaks,
.
The following bulletin' was is- party.
the damnable action of last nlght wiil make him hosts of friends.
The attempt to couple or compare the great present movement with that 3k sued at 1:30 o'clock by Colonel 3k pened."
I'm not blind.
How and where to stop this growing tendency to kill from a spirit of of
"Not now," he replied. , "I want
Sk Roosevelt's
JS
Out in the corridor all afternoon
twenty odd years ago Is both foolish and futile.
physicians:, ,,'.,'
frefirst
to
too
Is
folks
last
how
the
us.
It
is
hear
rested
United States senate are in sympathy with
one bribe problems before
you
hatred or revenge
becoming
watch was kept by Patrolman. J. A- Leading members of
Pulse, DO; temperature,' 98.6; 3k
'
I
house Is tinctured with it all through
night;
It.
The
didn't
after
Sk throughout
worry
hope you
the entire, morning 3k
Tomney, and here the attendant
uentja ur Vnlied States. , ; . . (
The whole country Is aflame with it and it extends from the Atlantic 38 breathing a little easier,. Gen- - 3k our messages to you.
gathered and from the discussion new
For one hundaed years, no such spirit was shown in America; no public to the Pacific. It Is an awakening on the part of the people of the United 3k eral condition excellent.. ....... 3k In an adjoining room Dr. Lambert light waa thrown on the story of the
States who have been awakened to their condition.
Sk
Chicago, Oct. 16. Not until S heard from the physicians who had actual assault.
man was murdered no attempt made on a president's life.
It was disclosed that Secretary Mar
They have seen the light. They are awakening to the dawn of a new 3k Friday
attended the colonel what had been
will it be definitely
Only within thuilast thirty years has this spirit become manifest,
Sk known
day.
whether Colonel-- Theo- - 3k done and was given a technical de tin who seized the assailant, saw the
has become subject for serious consideration and drastic action.
The old populist movement came after a series of poor crops. The 3k dore Roosevelt is in
danger 3k scription of the course of the wound pistol before the shot was fired and
farmers were discouraged and disgusted. The wave caught them. ' Today Sk from the wound inflicted
It is a menace to our American life.
by 3k by the bullet and of its present loca that the weapon was discharged just
is
different
the fight
conditions. The object sought is of a different Sk John Schrank's bullet at Mil- - 3k tion.
as he flung himself upon Schrank.
against
nature. This is the people's fight against oppression.
InSk waukee Monday night.
Powerful of build, he was forcing
This - 3k
Dr. Lambert, too, waa inclined to
WHERE TEN0ING
It is a demand for release from bossism and for the overthrow of or Sk formation was gleaned from the 3k doubt
Schrank's neck back till the assailant
an
wisdom
or
of
the
necessity
The dastardly attempt to murder Theodore Roosevelt makes every ganized greed.
Sk surgeons
in attendance r on the Sk attempt at
Henry F.
to remove the was gasping for breath.
con
The movement is not local.
It Is national.
Sk Colonel today.
thinking citizen of this nation pause in contemplation of our present
It was said that Sk missile. Hepresent
Cochems, who had arisen from his
with
the
other
agreed
a
strange prouiem
dition and leads to an attempt toward a solution of
0
Si all indications were favorable to 3k
seat in the automobile, shouted severphysicians .that the bullet appeared
that has 'presented Itself within the past score of years.
Sk the distinguished
patient's re-- Sk to be causing no more trouble and al times:
world's
of
a
the
nations;
NEEDED
life
the
CHANGE
had
lived
this
nation
almost
century
For
3k covery,
so far as indications 3k
Don't kill him, John; don't kill
It waa wiser to leave It , there
Trusts, monopoly, the survival of the fittest business method. call it
meeting those great questions which are ever arising; responding to the
have developed thus far, but that Sk that
him, John."
call to arms: listening to the roar of battle and settling back to peace again; what you will; let us face about and be friendly with it, Make alliance with 3k it was impossible to determine 3k until It was segregated from adjoin
Martin, wresting the pistol from
facing tremendous problems of our relation with other governments; study it. For over twenty years we have been gaining evidence that it is founded X whether blood poisoning would 3k ing tissue by natural processes, when Schrank and holding the assailant In
3k if Colonel Roosevelt desired it might
ing our own economic conditions; endeavoring to advance with sure step on sound business principles on law of evolution and is, therefore, inde Sk f0ll0W. '
1:
grip fast rendering him unconscious.
be removed with no inconvenience lo
toward that goal of eventual stable success. Then came the murder of the structible.
Capital has seized its advantages and perverted its uses by skSkSkSJSkSkSkssSkSkSkSk
shouted back resentfully:
stunned.
was
his
of
world
The
him.
day, our beloved Lincoln.
centering wealth In few hands.
great character
"My name's not John."
Now the way is open for all concerned to reach the benefit of its
It was an era of intense and bitter feeling and to the spirit of the times
8CHRANK'S CONFES8ION.
Oct.
16. Colonel
Chicago, 111.,
The colonel laughed at the incident
' "
'
use.
Colonel
with
was accredited the motive of the assassination.
Roosevelt
wonderful energy and perseverance. Theodore
legitimate
is a transcript
of and recalled it today.
Following
Roosevelt, his family with
A score of years passed ant President Garfield was murdered. Political has sought and is seeking to establish a square deal the golden rule, the
Schrank's confession as made to the
The patient was interested in the
feeling was runninir high, and a maniac perhaps excited to a feeling that panacea lor all ills. A great undertaking, a life work for all of us. but it him and EatlBfted as to his condition police of Milwaukee:
mottoes hanging on the wall of his
he must be an avjnger, took into his own hands the act of breaking the pays. Eternal vigilance is a necessity to guard against a relapse which is today rests at greater ease than at
Q. What object did you have in room which he insnscted
when he
established law oflges, disobeying the injunction, "Thou Shalt Not Kill.
troubling us now. The advantages of trusts is well known to be enormous. any time since the hand, of John following around and
to and from the room
in
trying to mur walked
Another quartet of a.century and the brave, yet gentle, and beloved Mc- They belong to capital, labor and the public. What we need is not govern Schrank was lifted against his life In der
y
an
hich
Theodore Roosevelt?
photograph was tak
Klnley was strickeaiwn by a murderer, a poor, insane wretch, without ment ownersnip put publicity and control by a court of equity where all Milwaukee Monday night.
him.
en
A. Well,
He
earnof
and
because I have been
gazed, long
a motive, apparency, but to slay. McKinley was killed in a time of pro claims relating to interstate business may be settled Tionorably.
Physicians, examining his wound reading history and following up his estly at a verse from Adelaide ProcWhat Is to hinder our accomplishing this object the invisible govern
found paace, wfcn making a speech full of the spirit of patriotism and amiand
a
clinical
"Sailor
tor's
which ornamented
today
making
complete
man
Boy,"
seen
I
and
hav
that this
tory
' There-wa- s
not ay shadow of a reason for the crime, and ment wujcu iih piacea us snacKies on tne old
jKahlft
Wiljt
political parties, and which, examination, found his pulse' respira Roosevelt Is trying to break one of hie ante-roo., .
It read:;
vet it VaJrcommitted,! and added iKother page to the history of those by permitting It, have disgraced their names, making It necessary to form tion
e
and temperature nearer normal the
established traditions of Judge not the workings of bis brain, ;
' "
events wbljh seem to nave crept insidiously into the American national a new party to ename tne people to ruler
than at any time since he was shot. the country, calling it a third termer, And of his heart thou canst not see ;
'
'
'
life.
o
and so nearly at usual points that con which he has no right to. He can What looks to
and
' And 'uowaajernpt is fcade to murder Roosevelt,
thy dim eyes a stain
cern over his condition vanished.
create a third party, and create all In God's pure light may only be
jVhatXa the cause and what the remedy?
If the WHAT THEV WILL DO.
great figure of .V.
Mrs. Roosevelt,
Ethel
Roosevelt the offices, but to nominate himself, 1
The trusts and the tariff the great issues the people want to know
scar, brought from some well
cause be Insanity, vTecBL'hfXprogress of it?
known fiend
what Roosevelt will do with them and what Wilson will do with them if and Theodore, Jr., arrived early In the think that It is absolutely unnecessary
It is a problem rac.ag this nwspn wnic-ri- s
demanding a solution.
elected. Colonel Roosevelt has told them what he will do, and told why day and went at once to bis apart to establish now and have a third Where thou wouldst only faint and
Vand how he will do It, in terms unmistakable and comprehensible to every- ment, with Mrs. Alice Longworth and term tradition exist and sot be vio
yield."
FATHER'S MUSIC
body, leaving to the people judgment on the wisdom of his nroDOBed obfects Dr. Alexander Lambert, the family lated by anybody.
Sisters passed quietly along the
music
In
Q. Well, what did you have
and methods. Mr. Wilson failed in this when he began speaking and hai physician. In New York.
A Kansas City man complains that since his daughter has taken
hallway, crossed themselves and mur- - '
lessons, at bis expense, she insists upon playing only classical stuff. When continued to fail. In vain is something definite asked of him: he does
'Hello," shouted the colonel gaily, mind to do when you went around In mured prayers when passing a framed
he comes home tired and asks for a little tune he gets nothing but musical not answer, either because he has no fixed plan as to these over topping when Mrs. Roosevelt appeared In bis these different places?
apostolic benediction signed by Pope
A. I have In mind to murder him,
issues nxea in nis own mind, or because he knows that were he to form. doorway laughing. She had been told
gymnastics.
PIub, asking divine favor on Dr. J. B.
'
The whole feminine part of the community, he thinks, is In a con ulate In earnest any plan of wholesome departure in either matter, it would on the way up to his floor that the and he escaped me every time. He es Murphy, chief physician at the colo
be promptly thwarted by such a congress as would be the accomnaniraent colonel's condition had been found caped me in Atlanta and Chattanooga. nel's
spiracy to uplift him, and he doesn't want to be uplifted.
bedside, and "any patients he
It is just like father to make a complaint like that. Father never did of his election. He Is between the devil of Indecision and the deer, .
Q. He escaped what?
exceptionally good In the examination
ight have within these walls."
The country understands this and knows that he jUBt concluded and her
take kindly to culture. He sits disconsolate in the draughty kitchen, while of future helplessness.
A. He has not come the way I ex
Flowers were sent In loads to the
apprehension
w ii not sunics.
daughter's Browning Circle meets in the front' room.
pected, he did not come out the way colonel's ante-roohad vanished.
and the enjoy
In
on
an
uncomfortable
collar
he
0
put
It is mother's idea entirely that
When the other members of the I expected. If he goes Into a hall to- ment the patient took in deeply in
the evening and hears a missionary lecture on Borneo.
and
a
in
he
hall
odor-ladeand
day
speaks
the
A Philadelphia embezzler
the
air became les
haling
Bame cheery
says that he can rememher the tlmp in hi family appeared,
Father's taste for music stops short at Suwanee River, and he knows
life when the owing of $3 worried him. But owinsr monetf- - nv. llko min greeting met them at the doorway come in this, way or that way. he sened by the pain the exertion caused,
almost nothing about the minor poets and the
n and he directed that
oul
a"IHrenl
n"
part of the gifts
His are ideas are derived from the illustrated Sunday supplement. He umerIninmgs, oecome a naDit and sear the conscience. He acquired the habit and he asked them to draw up chairs ,
be taken to the room of other palate years felt no uneasiness In borrowing all the mnnev he cnuld to hfn hprifltrio nnd "onnnln U'lth him "
will not sit in a Louis XVI chair. He cares not a whit for the pottery of and
did
he escape from?
tients, which was done.
At the examination made while the - Q. What
sei uis nanus on, even witnout waiting lor the owner's consent.
the ancient Chaldeans. '
A. From the places I wanted to
Colonel Roosevelt talked little today
now use doth breed a habit in a man!"
wound was being dressed this morn
Shirtsleeves and carpet slippers are his conception of correct evening
"
meet
him?
of
the attack. Most of his discussion
Habit lies at the basis of all our ordinary action. l!vrvth inn' thnt
'
ing, he again looked down at it and
dress for gentlemen.
.
,.,
did
want
to
meet
Qw
him?
was
in jest with those who called on
you
Why
discussed its apparent good condition
There is little hope that anything permanent can ever be done for father. uo repeaieuiy Decomes easy and habitual.
A.
I
Because
to
him
him.
wanted
When the physicians
David
put
Hume declared that the habit of seeing the hrleht sMa nf thlnirs with Dr.
turned
When the millennium comes he will still be found reading his newspaper,
Murphy. He was shown the out of the
way; a man that wants a to examine his wound, Colonel Roosebulletin issued by the physicians and
smoking up the window curtains, impeding the advance of culture and pay its worm more man a inousana pounds a year.
to
third
has
velt
live.
no
term
con
exclaimed,
of
his
right
forgetful
and
economy
Diligence,
perseverance are habits that carrv life as steadllv merely grunted a satisfied approval
ing the bills.
Q. That is, you wanted to kill him? dition:!
as lavonng winaq carry a snip at sea.
iu
o
Mrs. Roosevelt has been provided
A. I did
"Don't lost my place, doctor, don't
Depravity is not an Inheritance, but a character formed hv noralatAnt an
.
Still the great question of a relief from oppressive conditions Is before
apartment adjoining and connect
.
,
Q. Have you any other reason in lose my place."
..
our people. Still the great battle Is one for a square deal and a fair division nanus. Ana recutuae is only tne confirmed habit of doing what Is right.
ed with the patient's room and she
He referred to a book the physician
wanting to kill him?
ine irum is not simpjy tnat we may form habits; we must form habits.
of the burden.
Still the American people have great Interests at stake,
will
remain
there
at
her
during
to
stay
had
laid
I
A.
one
Bide and which, conWe cannot do or say or think or feel anything without leavine a definite
have.
which they must guard themselves if they expect relief and freedom.
,
.
,
mark on the nervous organism which more or less affects all succeeding Mercy hospital.
Q. What is that? :
taining the essays by Macauley, had
0
The
statement
Is
was
him
furnished
following
annaa
a
or
A.
or
i
dream seevral years
interesting hour.
speecn
inougnt or reeling.
When Informed that he had lost $350,000 through theft, a Moscow mer- aciiuii
He asked seriously how his wound
physi- ago In which Mr. McKinley appeared
Could the young but realize how soon they will becom
mere wnlklmr sued by Colonel Roosevelt's
chant dropped dead. Poverty has its compensations. Few of us need fear
a. m. today;
cians
9:04
at
looked
bundles
and
me
of
to
leaned
would
me
he
told
Mr.
and
his head forward
to
Roose
care
habits,
that
take
have
those
habits helnfnl
they
death from the cause that killed the Russian merchant. The poor get some
The records show that Colonel velt was practically his real murder from his half sitting posture and surof harmful.
rude shocks, but not that kind.
'
Roosevelt passed a very good night;, er and not Czolgosz, or whatever his veyed it himself
'
-- Lo
that
"That
his
doesn't
look
are
and
bad.
Mr.
name
doctor."
temperature
he
Roosevelt
is
pulse
was;
Gee!
practical
The cranberry crop is reported short. O,
up goes the cost of that
The Washington Evening Star publishes an alleged funnv cartoon nf
normal; that his highest pulse since ly the man that has been the real said, "what do you think?"
dinner. The next thing we hear will be a shortage in the Roosevelt with a halo marked
t Thanksgiving
That does
"high Ideals", while In his hand he carries 9 o'clock last night was 80, tempera- murderer of President McKinley In
not
bother
us,"
beans
for
boiled
then
Bill
and
Taft
and
it's
for
ours,
crop,
turkey
cabbage
the "big stick." It has been noticeable in this life. In hnth nniitia Dnrf nih
ture B8.8 and that his pulse at 6 order to get the presidency of the responded Dr. Murphy nodding to his
gave us a big farm crop and we can play we're vegetarians, anyway.
departments, that even high IdealB have to be Instilled Into some people by o'clock this
Dr.
fellows,
Arthur Sevan and Dr.
o
morning was 74 and his United States, because the way things
even hb rarcioie means as tne big stick. Roosevelt has done it before and
A Harvard graduate, six feet tall and weighing 190 pounds, atnuses can do it
temperature 98, and respiration 20; were that time, he waB not supposed Terrell, who accompanied him, "It is
again.
what
do
to
it."
you
be
to
that
he
is
himself with fancy work and crocheting. He must be looking ahead to the
president, all the leaders did
having less Irritation of the
0The patient raiBed his evebrows In- successful outcome of the suffragette movement and means to be pre
pleura from the injured rib than he not want him; that's the reaBon they
"'- ' It Is officially renorted that there urn 5"8 i!(13M
....
t
did yesterday; that he did not have to gave him the vice presidency, which terrogativsly and was informed that
pared. ,
j
0
held by the packers, waiting, we suppose, for a rise In the egg market. Of have an anodyne for the pain. Gen- is political suicide; that's what I am the doctors, by way of precaution,
sore about to think. Mr. McKinley felt he Jiad better see no one so that
Doctors have found a new disease. It Is called "neurombilitis," an affec course, no one supposes that this has anything to do with the high cost of eral condition excellent
me rest would remove any further .
tion caused by Joy riding. There are other evils that seem to be resultant living, ana mere is notning wrong in a combination being permitted to soak (Signed)
appeared to me in a dream and said
'
u io me consumer, tne people, for the flnanc a benefit nf a few Thnt i
This is my murderer
and nobody possibility of a set back. He was dls- from joy riding, then, beyond those already known.
"DR. ARTHUR DEAN BEVAN,
appointed for a few minutes, but, the
of the great faults found with the
one
t
else."
,
economic
B.
0
"DR.
conditions.
J.
The
present
MURPHY,
j
Q. Did you speak
with anybody examination being over and a pint of,
"DR. SURRY L. TYRELL."
Overeating killed an Indiana farmer the other day. Charge It up to many are aisregaraea; tne few are given the benefits.
buttermilk having been ordered, he
Taft, who Is responsible for the big crops and the farmer's prosperity.
Col. Roosevelt was in even better in New York about this before you reached
again for his books and
In ten quotations In the political gossin column nf thA rtncinnoti
Well, anyway, the Hoosler died contented.
spirits today and the novelty of the i left?,
smiled, "all right."
A. No, sir.
O
.1.,'; qulrer wherein are clippings from other papers, eight are slams at Roose- - situation
An hour's sleep kept his good spirhaving worn off, he preparWhether Theodore Roosevelt recovers or not, from the assassin's at- veu. mere is something strange about this leveling of linttnrln
to
Q. You made your mind up
r.n. ed for the day with the idea of getits at flood tide and he said it had
tempt at murder, the progressive cause will not fall. It Is not a one man's ornate wnose fortunes are on the "wane." It is amuslnir. thl MMnd
done all the work In the way this all yourself?
been the most refreshing rest he had
ting
movement, but one of the American people.
A. Yes, because I am alone, al
against a man "already beaten." It looks like a terrible waste of ammu- - of delayed correspondence and writ
enjoyed for a week.
-- 0I
own
New
in
York.
uiuou, especially wnen good, live ammunition seems to be so pitiably scarce, ings he could.
property
though
"This will give me a good rest un.
An eastern paper says that Chile is calling for railway laborers.
Must
Q. What property?
After Mrs. Roosevelt had been
anyway, he said, "and if I must stay
be there is going to he another Chile line besides the one in Xew Mexico.
A. I own property
at 493 East here, I suppose
ine uuuook nas an "Ad." reading, "Practical nurse wishes chronic with her husband several minutes, the
I might as well make
b
Eighty-firs- t
street.
case. Why don't she write to La Follette? He has a chronic case of nurse
the most of it."
appeared at the door and beckA California paper has reproduced Billy Bryan with his mouth open.
Q. What does it consist of?
Franklin, Ind., Oct. 16. It is not
oned to the rest of the party.
It must be a very natural picture, anyway.
..
A. It consists
of an apartment
embarrassing to discuss Mr. RooseDr. Lambert wont only far enough
house with ten tenants; it Is esti velt or his
go slow before deserting your party," pleads the Baltimore American. to waive his hand and shout good. mated to be worth
policies, while he Is sufAn editor Innocently asks; "What Is a feminine boss?" .Let the editor
$25,000.
fering from the murderous attack
It seems to be considered a sin to break away from a political
Mrs. Long-wort- h
get married and he'll find out.
organization, morning to the colonel.
Q. Did you attend any political made
upon him, was the way William
led the others of the party In,
uccoiuing mj ma sianupac ideas. Tnere Is a good deal of sin being
metlngs in New York before you
In these United States,
uryan opened his first addrnu n
and Theodore, Jr., was the last to! left?
Kansas City spends $6,000 a week for peanuts and popcorn!.! Must be
looking at It from that standpoint.
'
his
Indiana
tour here today.
enter.
having a continuous circus in Kansas City.
..
A. I attended several,
yes, sir,
n
A West Virginia girl prevented a wreck by flagging a train with her
Of the arrivals MIbb Ethel display- -' ever since I was
"I would rather occupy the time."
the
acroBB
coming
United States asbestos output doubled in 1911. Is Uncle Sam expecting apron. We thought aprons had gone out of fashion. Thnv dnn'f Bm tn ed most concern. Her face was paler
country; I heard political meetings in continued Mr, Bryan, "in denunciaa hot time?
.
appear in the fashion plates, anyway.
than is its wont, and she appeared
EvanBville, Ind., of the three political tion of the deed and in exDreBslon
of sympathy for him and
frightened and nervous at contend parties,
hopes for his
Rubber trees have been successfully transplanted In Brazil, Rubber
The silence of Murphy since the nomination of Sulzer in New York, Is
at being in a hospital. She! Q. Who furnished you with funds Bpeedy recovery, but the issues of the
platlon
necks seem to grow everywhere.
fairly deafening.
to
Mrs.
clung tightly
Longworth's that you needed to travel around the campaign should not be determined
o- 0
I arm
until thev went Intn hnr ruth. M.,,,t.,9
by the act of a madman. They must
I
How that "waning" campaign of Roosevelt's seems to be disturbinir hnth I er's room.
Again it Is rumored that J. Bruce Ismay Is to quit his company. It's
,,,.
a t
,. be settled by the sane rather
t
than
pot sinking Is it?
the old parties. Funny, isn't It?
Mrs. Longworth, who assured her-- 1 telling you I have property there and the Insane.
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AMERICA GETTING WELL.

COLONEL ROOSEVELT IS

Man

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW

MAKING THE BEST OF

IT WITH HIS DOCTORS
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beljry and a single bell, but a very tity ot cloth and turquoise, "which STRAW UOTES
large ono. The Indians from the pu- latter" Castaneda says, "are common
eblo of San Crlstoval In 1080 carried In this province."
SHOW THE WAV
It off, so it Is said, to the top of the
When Coronado left New Mexico on
THE WIND BLO'.
Now York,
mesa, where it was broken. A por- his return to New Spain, two years
tion of this old bell was seen by me later, two Franciscan priests remained
ITalley Butler, u. s. N., was drowned
The p'ulse of the
"
Two
ones at Pecos town.
What has be behind, Father Juan de Padllla, who
polls were
iu the Hudson river todny while re
people is being
come of It I do net know. Koslowskl was killed by the Indians of Qulvlra, cently made among the employes of
turning with three fellow officers to wugud through the establishment of
Hull
Moose
was the man who took down the roof and Father Luis, who remained at the the federal government at WashingstoreB in
his post on the buttlenhlp Rhode Is
wcw ork. One has been establishof the old church. He used the tim- pueblo ot Pccob.
Before leaving the ton. One was In the shops at the
land, In the line of the great Atlantic in
me
hi
bers In building outhouses for his valley of the Rio Grande for New navy yard and the other In the bureau
Hudson Terminal Building
armada at anchor here for presiThe employes In both
ranch near by. lie also attempted to Spain, Coronado sent to Father Luis' of engraving.
dential review. In another accident in lower New .York. At thil point
-dig out the corner stone, but failed. the remainder of the sheep which he of these places are men In trades and
on the river six sailors from the bat- vvib not only in New York and in
now jersey, but travelers from ConIn general the vandalism committed had brought from New Bpuin for his eighty per ce-icf them go home to
tleship Maine rescued eleven persons
neotlcut and the New Eneland utatM
since the American occupation of army. This Is the last that Is known vote. The r.sults were as follows.
from drowning.
i'h-st- ,
New Mexico upon this ancient relic of of Father Luis. Pecos, then, was the
The accident In which Ensign But- and the middle west, and throughout
poll token In machine shop,
All first "mission" in New Mexico.
Unt'ed Statu navy yard, Waahlns'on
antiquity defies all description.
ler lost his life was one which his fel- uib country in fact, are reached.
TWITCHELL
E.
RALPH
In 15X2 and 1583, a Spanish explor- D. C; in tfcs 'lop at thetlme, (jSnia- floras ol the Henuhllnnnii nmt the IN GRAPHIC STORY WRITTEN FOR THE NEW MEXICAN
the old beams of the . church were
.
low officers found hard to explain. He
carved. This fact Is mention- er, iAnfonlo' Espejo by name, visited clilnlsts;
and his party had spent the night in Democrats are also located in the
thty give the following '"'
PART IN BIG quaintly
OF
FOR
PLANS
TELIS
MEMBER
OF
COMMISSION,
ed by the topographical engineer of Ills pueblo. Gaspar Castano de Sosa, (references;
,
..
the city and were on the way back to Hudson Terminal building within
5f
the army .of occupation in I Mi;. That captain-genera- l
of New Leon, also vis- i'or Roosevo't
the ship in a small private launch. The seveoty.five feet of the Bull Moose
HISTORIC AND
.
EXPOSITION
,
Store.
The largest hiwlnmia an tar
S
the old church has not entirely disap ited the pueblo in 1590, and on the 25th Km Wilson
little boat was' making headway with
has
been
off
de
done by the Bull Moose
aikliu by day ot July, 1598, Juan
1 ....
.
Onate, the Fur; Taft .. ...
peared, being carried
difficulty against the strong tide and
.A,
store
and
the
first
ft
adobe, is a mystery.
explorer and
general colonization
Debs
largest crowill get
,
when still fifty feet from the battle
to
it
to
to
New
read
homeseekers
structure
the
have
The
the
of
catntoalan
an
walls
agent
Progressive
bring
The bureau of engraving and print-- ' .,
ship young Butler was seen to step
WONDERFUL SCENERY AND RUINS TO
average thlckneBS of five feet. The Mexico, visited "the great pueblo of ing poll was taken among plate print- - V
out from beneath the canopy and went literature, which is given free, and to
Duy
in
bu'tons
were
the
the
and
two
and
made
months
adobe
same
PecoB,"
at
bricks
handkerchiefs
later,
and
ers on the night force; the poll was
Into the water.
manner as those of today. Wheat pueblo ot San Juan on the Rio Grande, taken by a young plate printer who
It Is believed he fancied that the pictures of Theodore Roosevelt which
BE SET IN MINATURE ON COST straw
are
on
Chama
in
sale.
mouth
is
of
the
found
the
their
near'
river,
composition,
sort
Is not himself for Mr. Roosevelt, but
a
of running board
launch had
At this particular store more than
also small pieces of obsidian and brok- the (ndians of Pecos pledged their fi- wbo promised to make an absolutely
outside the canopy, as naval launches
!75
en pottery. The adobes undoubtedly delity to Spain.
have, and that he intended to step on two has been taken in during the past
Impartial canvass; at the time of the
There has been some speculation as
days and thousands of people
Truchas Peaks, silent sentinels of the were made close to the building itself.
that to make preparations for the
of this poll 53 men were on
(By R. E. Twltchell.)
taking
tc
the age ot the old church at Pecos.
On the right side of the arroyo, near
The strong current carried nave carried away literature.
landing.
in the room; the room was not
duty
Knokn New Mexico Historian.) Pecos forest.
(Well
It
Is
Crowds
certain that the church was not
generally get about the Bull
him down and under the battleship
Passing the station of Rows in a the ruin, there Is a deposit of red clay,
selected, but happened to be the one
No state In the union will have a
and
the like that of which the adobes in the built at any time within the sixteenth In which the taker of the poll
One of blB companions dived for him, Moose store about noon-tim- e
or Interesting
building few minutes, the ruins strike
more
unique
was
con
made.
In
It
A very large area cmtury.
all probability
crumbl- church are
but was unable to reach him and was mnny comments are heard as to how at the Panama-Californi- a
the result follows:
exposition, view. The old red walls, fast
This worked;
rescued with difficulty.
Butler'B body the Individuals will vote and what at Ran' nleeo. in 1915. than New Mex ing, stand boldly out upon the little of this red clay appears to have been structed some time after 1029.
33
For Roosevelt
in
church
was
said
the
to
used
to
be
think
of
finest
the
'
of
the
and
and
for
excavated
purpose
Progressive party. ico. Originality is the keynote of the tableland, and just beyond
had not been recovered at a late hour they
10
For Wilson
x
New
Mexico
An unfailing characteristic
at
brown
that
twenty-sitwo
adobes.
The
low
are
that
the
north
fact
time,
making
of these San
ridges,
pieces
tonight.
and if the
5
For
Taft
exposition,
DleDgo
,...
Butler was 23 years old. He was ap crowdB is the enthusiasm of the men recommendation of the New Mexico the remnants of the old communal of pottery are found in the adobes different church and convents having For Deb
1
who say they will vote the progressive
at the time of shows that the place where the adobes been built by the Franciscans subsepointed to Annapolis from Louisiana
state commissioners are carried out, houses, where lived,
Noncommittal
.14
Zarate-Salmeroin
to
the
than
more
made
were
ticket.
In
was
quent
this
any
made
Coronado,
by
people
man
connection
liv
report
occupied
undoubtedly
a
In
was
he
the
and
graduated last year.
New Mexico will hold first place
F. F. Blachly, secretary of the na
other single community within what by habitations before the church was
The city of Santa Fe In
He was popular on board his ship ing In Atlantic City, N. J., and doing originality of its building.
are now the boundaries of the United constructed.
1667 had only two hundred and fifty tional Federation of College ProgresIn
business
New
York,
stated
his
is
today
mourned
the
on
loss
and
Rhode
It is proposed to reproduce the old States.
On my first visit to the old church inhabitants, while Pecos at the time of sive leagues, today reported that be
Island.
Reports were current during that while coming up In the smoker, Catholic Mission and Convent at the
40,000 '
of the Indian uprising ot 1680, had more had now enrolled more than
Soon the summit of the Glorieta I took occasion to note the style
the afternoon that a seaman from the he took a poll of 5G men. Out of this Pueblo of Pecos. The idea 1b unique
college studentB among the men's
Pass Is reached. Down the mountain carvings of the ancient timbers. These than two thousand.
Rhode Island was drowned also, but number the following Is the reBult:
it
the
in its conception and
building
Not only
s
colleges and universities.
In 1689 Don Domingo Glronza
side the train goes swiftly and, through were all hand squared hewn with an
Roosevelt
35
that was declared to be erroneous,
self, will prove an attraction unsurpas
del axe.
de Crusate made a raid into New are the students themselves joining
the rocky sides of the Canon
Wilson
.15
The
ornaments, scrolls and
The rescue In which the sailors
Amin
held
at
sed
yet
any exposition
are '
Taft .... ....
.. 6
Apache, emerges upon the central friezes were very quaint.. Today all Mexico and was assisted by the war the league but their professors
....
from the battleship Maine figured as
An
so.
also
Mexico
ardent
more
of
progressive
New
northern
Pecos
doing
rlors
the
the
of
off
not
plain
vest
Another
carried
a
been
and
have
lives
man
against
pueblo
who
at Hastlngsheroes occurred when a small launch
The interior of the cnurcn proper
sea ige of the old timbers remains.
other Pueblo Indians. As a reward Is Prof,, Seligmrn of Columbia
stated that out of 49 will be used for assembly purposes. than six thousand flet above
in which Bernard Bauer and his family
the authority" tip S'tiMcf
level.: To the southwest are the pic"
In
South of the church was a wall, for this assistance, after his return to
men
the
voted:
smoking car,
Here will be shown by moving picand friends were Visiting the ship was
Sandla mountains, boldly made of adobe, which, with the wall El Paso, on the 25th of September, ance. Prof. Henry A. H'.ll, of Cornell
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Attorney W. J. Luca of Laa
gas, la in the city on business,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hlcka of San-- f
U Rosa, are visiting in the city. atknown
James 0. Fitch, the
torney, la here on court business.
William C. VanOlld, a prominent
business man of Chicago, la in the
city.
District Judge and Mrs. B. C. Abbott have gone to Albuquerque in
tbeir motor.
Mrs. Maud Frost has returned from
a trip through the middle west, visiting friends."
State Engineer Jamea A. French
has gone to Albuquerque to see Governor McDonald.
Col. Branson M. Cutting is back
In the city after an extended motor
trip through the state.
Corporation Commissioner Oscar L.
Owen is back from a trip to the eastern border of the Btate.
Attorney A. B. Renehan, president
of the chamber of commerce left
yesterday for Albuquerque.
Attorney General and Mra. Frank
W. Clancy have gone to Albuquerque
to see the fair and to attend the
Montezuma ball.
Governor William C. McDonald is
expected back from Albuquerque on
Saturday. He la reported to be gaining steadily In health.
from
Percy Adams has returned
the Duke City where he did good
work for Santa Fe looking after the
Santa Fe county exhibit.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newcomb, Jr., of
Denver, who came Uhrough here yesterday In a 40 horW povar motor, left
yesterday aftern.wh tor El Paso.
"miss ' V i"lijf urn, an attractive Oma
ba girl who hlis been spending sev;r-a- l
months In MUe city, has accepted a
position In theXcounty court toubo
Miss Beatrice Mlnhinnit, of Rome,
Ga., is one of the teachers this year
ai the NewMexico School for the
la her first visit to the
Deaf. Th
southwest
MIsb Vivian Redding, sister of Mrs.
Thomas rtanna of Lamy, is here from
Laa Cruces. She has accepted a position In the state land office at the
canitol.
lack Collins has received a post
card from John R. McFle, Jr., stating
arrived Bafnlv at Ann Arbor.
BC k,B T
and that he Is pleased to say they are
playing some iooi uau there.
AV. B. Freeman,
formerly with the
hydrographic service, ian(i n0w a
business man of Deov, (j9 In the
In
city as a witness sooni Contest case
before the
which comes up
state engineer.
Several lndiaifVe'r hir braided,
wim nrace-tneir wrusw uM.'ve arrived I- - the eity and are
ing at tmj rWdo hotel. They
come
iter; court, Ut is
the

'

"

t,

ir

y

'

Meyers ' are

the'

city.
V1 of Gallup

the
'"re was

l"

formei'S. fSJL.
reaeht antKthis
is he first visit la 16 years. She
findB the many changes remarkable.
They expect to leave for Las Vegaa
tomorrow.
of St.
Rev. J. M. Shimer, pastor
Jnhn'n Methodist church, accompanied
by his bride, returned yesterday from
attendance at the state annual confer
ence of the Methodist church, held at
Rev. Shimer made many
tiatnn.
friends during the past year of his
pastorate In Santa Fe, who win ne
iilad to learn that he has been reas
signed for the ensuing conference
year, and the ladies of the church
have planned a public reception to be
given at the church this evening.
FRIDAY. OCT. 11, 1912.
S. G. Cartwrlght is in the ijuke City.
Judge John R. McFle has returned
from the Duke City.
State Senator H. B. Holt of Las
Cruces is In the city.
F. S. Blackmer, a merchant of
ia in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Vance of Artesla
are visiting friends here.
Homero
U. S. Marshal Secundino
left yesterday for Albuquerque.
Mrs. James L. Sellgman has gone
to Albuaueraue to attend the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus
McGillivray
have returned from their ranch.
Attnmev General Frank W. Clancy
is expected back from Albuquerque
Sunday.
W. A. Ayer, secretary to Senator
Catron, has gone to Albuquerque to
altend the fair.
Arthur P. Hill has gone out
He Is
for Prof. W'oodrow.
near Galisteo today, from reports re
ceived.
Mr.

and Mrs. Krank N'uding left
where
for Albuquerque
yesterday
they will visit Mrs. Nudlng's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn.
Mr. and Mrs. P M. A. Lineau and
Mrst L. Lineau are In Albuquerque at- $100 REWARD,

$100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
Catarrh
to the medical fraternity.
redisease,
being a constitutional
treatment.
quires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
acting directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature In doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
In Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes
timonials.
Address V, J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

OCTOBER

17, 1912.

Mention.

Miss Eatella Bergere
to lAldo Leopold Wednesday morning,
The wedding marked the oulmina- tion bl a pretty romance begun almost
years ago when the bride and
bridegroom were member, of a Jolly
house party given by Mrs. Solomon
Luna her horn. In Los Lunas. The
engagement wa. announced last No-

the marriage of

roa

orlde' tn19
three tableBA
guests playluf.To a unique souvenir
which was am Indian holding above
his head a small golden pennant em-tw- o
broldered whh tha words: Auction
Bridge club." in white letter. It wa.
The guests
won by Mrs. Hoover
wa.
prlie. a picture rf an nd.an b y.

thS tE

Mm

J

VT S.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Toulouse have
returned from Albuquerque.
Mtahnnl
Unas, tha lumberman of
Albuquerque, 1. la the city,
Frank Ortiz, Jr., rettimea yesioraay
from the Albuquerque fair.
Mr. nnrl Mr. Frank Newhall and
family have returned from Albuquer
que.
Prof, and Mra. J. E. Clark have re
turned from a trip to the northern
part of the state,
Dr. J. G. Molr. member of the state
board of health and medical examiner,
Is here from Doming.
F. Rnhert Stevenson. Olaf Wlnsor
and Robert Garber left this morning
on a two week.' hunting trip.
Prof, and Mrs. Sylvanus Grlswold
Morley and Mis. Morley have returned
from Albuquerque, where they attended the fair.
nr. w E. Kaser. Becretary and
treasurer of the medical board, Is
here from LaB Vegas to attend a meet
ing of the board.
m w n Connor. Mrs. Klein and
Miss Beatrice Minhinnit have returned
from the Duke City where they spent
the week end seeing the fair.
Alhert Clancy was one of the many
Santa FeanB who attended the Monte-mhall and he Btates that It is es
s
of those at
timated nearly
the ball were from various parts oi
the state.
Mrs. Nathan Salmon and her daugh
ter, Miss Salome Salmon, who have
been In Albuquerque where they at
tended the Montezuma ban, nave gone
to Phoenix, Ariz., to visit friend, for
several weeks.
Miss Marie Leonold. a charming and
accomplished girl from Burlington, la.,
U the guest of the Misses Bergere ai
their home on Grant avenue. MJsb
i.nnnlit will leave tomorrow with a
party of friend, for the Rlto de los
Frljoles canon, returning inursaay.
Mr. and Mrs. Pablo Rodriguez and
m. .Timn Rodriguez and sons, of
Flagstaff, Arizona, arrived yeBterday
from Albuquerque where they nave
hnpn uttendlns: the fair, and are visit
ing friends and relatives In the city
for several days. They are guests at
the home of Mr. Ramon Rodriguez
on Manhattan Btreet.
Mrs. D. W. Daley who has been
visiting in the city for the past few
weeks, left Saturday night for her
home In Ft. Madison, Iowa.
Treasurer Fidel Cordova of Taos
county, accompanied by Mrs. Cordova
Is In the city today on his way home
from Albuquerque where he attended
the state fair.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1912.
Former District Attorney L. O. Fullen of Rosswell Is registered at tne
Palace hotel.
Miss Wientge, of the department of
public Instruction, has returned from
Albuquerque where she Bpent a fort-

tending the fair. They are registered ThTe
were no festivities connected
at the Alvarado hotel.
lth the wedding and the whole affair J
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson and her
rown
sister, Miss Margaret Parker, have was kept as quiet a. possible. Only Perreuot and Mrs. Thomas
were
presfomllles
immediate
two
to
the
J,
the
attend
gone to Albuquerque
' '
, , ,
Montezuma ball which takes place to ent. However, the Bergere family Is,
or
an
make
numerous
that
so
they
night.
FOR MRS. M'DONALD
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Zook are In dinary party all by themselves.
New York City.
Mrs. Carl Leopold aud her attractive
Mrs. Louis llfeld was hostess Friday
According to a letter received today by Jack Collins, daughter, Miss Marie Leopold, arrived afternoon at a tea In honor of Mrs.
Mr. Zook is trying to "break Into the in Santa Fe Sunday to be the guests W. C. McDonald. The hours were from
series," but the tickets are difficult to of Mr. and 'Mrs, Bergere during the four to six o'clock and about fifty
get.
week of the wedding and afterwards. ladles came In to meet Mrs. McDonald.
Dr. John P.
Harrington, of the The bridegroom and his brother, Carl Mrs. Ilfeld's beautiful home was artisTres tically decorated with autumn foliage
from
School of American Archaeology, has Leopold, came down
returned from San Diego where he Pledras Monday afternoon and the aud flowers.
Governor snd Mrs. McDonald have
was doing special work for the ex- wedding party was complete.
The presents came pouring In by been the recipients of much social
position. Dr. Harrington reports California still prospering.
the score the few days preceding the attention during the weekandspent in
dinners,
Albuquerque. Luncheon,
Miss Letha White, a beautiful girl wedding, each one seeming to out-rivand to the
fiom Kansas, who has been residing the last one In beauty and thoughtful-neBB- , motor rides over the mesa
near-bcanyons, teas and receptions
in Lucia. N. M., has arrived In Santa
for both the bride and the bridebeen extended to the chief ex
She
Pn to sDend the winter here.
have hosts of friendB through- have
groom
and his wife and every one
of John McGilliis the sistser-ln-laout the state to offer their congratu- ecutive
has done all In their power to make
vray, the prominent rancher.
and best wishes. Silver and
lation,
With pennants
waving and the cut glass, brasses, exquisitely wrought the Btay in the Fair City enjoyable.
There Is no discount on the cordial
deck of his car covered with port- embroideries and laces, JewelB and
manteaux, Prof. Sylvanus Grlswold the countless smaller gifts were piled spirit which all Albuquerqueanj have
their stay
Morley passed through the plaxa at upon tables and made one believe that shown to visitors during
here and the many delightful social
8:38 o'clock this morning bound for
Into
a
Jolly
had
changed
Dan Cupid
affairs have given the strangers a
the Duke City. With him were Mrs. old Santa Claus.
chance to become acquainted with
Morley, Miss Morley, Mrs. Stanley O.
The trousseau was made in Chicago their friends here.
Small and T. Espe.
summer when Miss Anita Bergere
last
Jesse U Skipper of Las Vegas has and Miss Estella were visiting Mrs.
arrived to fill the post of day ticket Leopold. Those who were taken Into THE FIFTEEN CLUB.
atent at the Santa Fe depot, H. E. Mo the mysteries of the trunk room tell The Fifteen club met with Mrs,
Crum holding down that position at of lovely evening gowns, gay after- Marsh yesterday afternoon with Mrs.
night From now on It will be phy noon frocks, dainty house dresses and Laughlln in the chair. The program
sically possible to "get Mr. Lutz at
aprons, a wonderful riding habit consisted of quotations by the mem
the Santa Fe depot" by phone; If not big black
and white, all packed away bers. A paper on "(Mary Anton," by
Mr. Luti, one who will answer queries in
selection from "Edna
All in layers and layers of silky paper. Mrs. Weltmer; a
about trains and transportation.
suit was of corded Ferber" by Mrs. Marsh and current
The going-awatiavelers please say "Hurrah!
serge In the lighter and darker shades events. After an executive session,
8ATURDAY, OCT. 12, 1912.
hat the club adjourned to meet with MIsb
of old blue. A small close-fittinTHE MONTEZUMA BALL,
the
Mrs, McDonald
The event par excellence in the In the same shades completed would Masale October 25th,
But anything
to preside.
realm of swells and belles was, of stunning costume.
It hap have been becoming to the bride that
course, the Montezuma Ball.
suit was
the golng-awapened, after much planning and pre- morning, for
the radiantly PURELY PERSONAL.
for
the
dresssetting
only
of
and
many
consulting
paration
It.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett returned Sun
makers and social leaders and com- happy and beautiful face above
The wedding ceremony took place day from a delightful trip with the
mittee chairmen, Friday night in the
In the Bacrlstry of St. Francis cathe- geographers to the Grand Canyon. He
Alvarado hotel.
that their appreciation of their
The
Early in August the Albuquerque dral at 7:30 Wednesday morning. Four-cheg- says
reception in Santa .Fe was unceasing.
fashion leaders begin to plan their Rt. Rev. Monslgnor Antonio
vicar general of the
Montezuma ball gowns and the gorJudge and Mrs. Robert Foree were
officiated.
geous creations that attract so many
envious and admiring glances that i The bride never looked more beau- it. Santa Fe a few days the first part
of
the week before they left for OJo
nieht are the successful results of tiful than In her wedding gown of
Callente where they will spend the
many hours spent reading fashion i white satin and draperies of ex
with Mrs. Foree'B sister, Mrs.
magazines and consulting with the quisite shadow lace. She wore a winter
modiste. From August until October (soft tulle veil and carried a shower Joseph. Judge and Mrs. Foree stopscandal takes second place at sewing bouquet of white roses. Miss Anita dep on their way from Kentucky to
their daughter, Mrs. Chalmers
parties and bridge luncheons, the Bergere was the maid of honor and visit
McConnel, who lives In Cloudcroft.
being . Carl Leopold was the best man. ,
main topic for consideration
the "bidB" and the gowns that are
After the ceremony there wa. a
The various art lovera and friends
going to be worn after the bids have 'happy wedding breakfast at the Ber-- !
of the noted artist J. H. Sharp, who night'. vAcatlon.
been artfully suggested to some slow
goom
bride
and
home where the
Judire John T. McClure, of the
makes his summer home in Taos, will
minded suitor. They never know gere
were toasted much happiness and a be disappointed to learn that he will fifth ludicial district, arrived in the
that the invitation had been carefully I
life. Mr. and Mrs. Leopold left not be able to give an exhibit here city yesterday on legal business. His
lead ud to oh, no, the suitors In long
Immediately on the D. & B. u. lor me this month as he bad planned.
He home Is In Roswell.
favor
of
a
their attitude
conferring
rnrmnr finvernor Georse Curry is
north.
called to Spokane very hurriedly
was
had only decided in their own minds a
The bride is the second daughter of last week by a telegram sent him that here from Tularosa, He Is registered
few days Just which lucky girl should
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Maurice Bergere. Mrs. Sharp's sister had been seriously at the Montezuma hotel, where many
accompany them they didn't know
1. beloved by all who know her injured in a runaway accident.
He of his friends called on mm toaay.
that the girl had decided that little She
R P. Wilson of Aztec and J. S.
for her fine character, her beauty and will make his winter home, as usual,
point for them quite a while before. 'charming
Ban Juan
of Farmlngton,
manner and her bright at Crow Agency, Montana.
Pawley
and had clinched the bid with many 'and
She has
county, were In the city today on
attractive
personality.
small dinners and supper parties and
home after attending the
Fe
who was the their way
Miss Freiere-Mareccalways been a favorite in Santa
perhaps now and then a skillfully 'and
in the
Albuquerque fair where their large
dearly-prizedaughter
a
laBt
I.
H.
week,
of
Mrs.
as
so
Rapp
guest
long
worded compliment. But
received 59 prizes,
While all her friends rejoice In left Monday morning for Santa Clara fruit exhibits
it Is all in tha game and the benefits home.
Cnl. re. W. Dobson. the well known
still reluctant where she will make her home for a
are
her
they
happiness
fun
to
It's
rather
are 'almost eaual.
attorney of Albuquerque, Is here on
have her leave Santa Fe.
month or so. In jNovember .he plans business for the receiver of tne xvew
itch the workings of the mechanism to Aldo
son of
1b the eldest
of Tewa in
to
Leopold
the
to
go
village
Hopl
the
and
forth
Mevifv, Central railway,
for bringing
submitting
wording
Mr. and Mra. Carl Leopold of Burling- Arizona where she will remain during
tha fourth rpnnrt. nf the receiver. The
bids.
havFreiere-MareccYale
Is
Is
He
a
graduate
Iowa.
Miss
winter.
ton,
the
mat
before
on
and
business
also
is
colonel
here
girl
society
Every pretty
from both Sheflield Scien- making an exhaustive study of the In
the medical board.
ron had one of the much desired ing degrees
1b
of
School
Forestry.
the
from
and
and
tific
of
dian
government
systems
Oonro H clement of the El Paso
"bids" this year, and the big ball
sterllearning the Tewa language In order Herald was a caller today at the
The Mr. Leopold Is a young man of
really surpassed expectations.
business
Bhe may get In more direct comand
Integrity
that
character
a
ing
New Mexican omce. Mr. Clements
youth and beauty were there and
has been proven by the munication with the Indians them- has been in Old Mexico with the
mighty good looking crowd It was, too. and his ability
received dur- selves,
has
he
many
all
promotions
were
there.
aa war corresnondent
latest
the
rAvnlntfnnliitji
And styles
The pannier and ruffle and ruche were ing his two years' work In the forestry
and now goes to Arizona to cover po
is
Mills
Former Governor William J.
foreBt supervisor,
litical assignments for nis paper.
quite the thing on the shimmering service. He is now
at Tres Piedras. here from Las Vegas.
W. T. Holmes and H. R. Elliott,
ball gowns. Satins and silks, soft with headquarters
comof
Dr.
Taos,
P.
JuBt
and
T.
Martin,
Mrs.
has
floating masses of chiffon, brocade and There, the government
prominent fruit growers of Farming-ton- ,
few
new
in
the
for
a
are
the
where
days.
city
San Juan county, were in the
velvets, tunics that were weighted pleted a cozy bungalow
Mr, and Mrs. J. P. Roach of New p.ltv toriav. Thev have been In Albu
down with rich embroidery in silver furniture, new linens and new curin
the
are
home.
York,
new
city.
the
to
furnish
sightseers
will
and gold and pearls, draperies looped tains
go
querque where they had Important exMaurice
Thomas has returned to hibits of fruits at
the state fair. They
up In every conceivable fashion and May the many good wishes come true
Ann Arbor to continue his law studies. won
held in place with flashing Jewels,
a. follows: First, 65; secof Mr. and Mrs. Leopold.
prize,
A. J. Edwards, representing a noted
all styles from the simple and girlish
ond, 17; third, 4; and fourth, 4.
typewriter company, is here from
to the ornate were the comment of
Mrs. John OUnger a wen known
RECEPTION.
Denver.
A
the evening, and most of them were
resident of Santa Fe twenty-fiv- e
years
in
a
is
Miss
Mueller
reception
Kate
evening
AlbuquerOn
too
Thursday
not so exaggerated as to be
radi
ago, when Mr. dinger was in the unM. E.
the
of
Montezuthe
in
the
attended
where
she
was
que,
parlor
cal and startling.
given
dertaking business here, Is visiting In
Bands on the hair and aigrettes, the Church for the Rev. J. M. Shimer and ma ball last night.
the city, registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Rolbal and her daughter. Miss
head gear of an Indian chief and the his charming bride nee Mis. Helen
Mrs. Olinger Is now a resident of
close-fittinRolbal, left today for San Ilde-fens-o
Ruby
Juliet cap were worn ad Ward of Albuquerque. A large crowd
and is renewing again In
a hearty welwhere Miss Rolbal will teach Denver,
orning the marcelled coiffures. Every gathered and gave them
Santa Fe, the acquaintances of long
them
thing and anything waB in line for come and incidentally presented aUo school.
Mrs. Klein, Mrs. W. 0. Conner and ago.
the Montezuma Ball for was it not with two beautiful Navajo rugs,
W. D. Shea, passenger agent of the
a Chlmayo basket. Great credit is Miss Mlnhinnit have gone to Albuquer
the big society event of the year?
D. & R. G has gone to Las Vegas.
The management of the Alvarado due the ladles of the Aid Society who que to spend there the final day of
democratic
Harvey B. Fergusson,
had spared no expense or time in mak had the affair in charge. Mrs. Simon the state fair.
candidate (or reelection to congress,
Mrs. E. E. Friday and Mrs.
went
S.
Nusbatim,
Brookes
most
A.
General
attrac
the
decorations
the
Adjutan
ing
comtomorrow morning on his
to Albuquerque yesterday evening to arrives here
tive that could be put up. The huge H. S. Lutz were on the reception
south.
ball room was lit with hundreds of mittee. Mrs. Clarence Bowlds, Mrs. serve on the governor's staff, attend way
His Grace Archbishop Pitaval has
Miss Pansy Wlnsor
electric bulbs, softly shining In red Ilindsley and
ing the Montezuma ball.
returned from Albuquerque.
white and blue. The whole room was were on the refreshments committee.
editor
E. D. Tittman, lawyer and
gracefully festooned In the national The members of the Epworth League and member of the constitutional concolors, lending color and brightness to provided the beautiful decorations of vention, is here to attend the meet- CATTLEMEN FIGHT
In the
OVER ONE LONE CALF.
autumn flower, and roses.
me gay mne,
ing Monday of the board of equalizaSlow waltzes and lively two steps receiving line were Dr. C. O. Harrison, tion.
Mr.
and
from the very latest scores of the Rev. Shimer, Mrs. Shimer,
Misses Jane and Jean McGillivray, Pistol Duel Near Doming May Re
Mrs.
sult Fatally a. Result of Quarrel
the petite and pretty daughters of Mr,
shops in New York kept the dancers Mrs. Frank Frazer, Mrs. Bush,
Samuel
Mrs.
and
and
Mr.
Jacob
Jones,
The Intermissions
About Scrawny Juvenile Bovine at
merry all evening.
and Mrs. Augus McGillivray, are back
was
table
refreshment
The
Failor.
the
were not of
Ranch Fordon Shot In 8tomach,
lengthy variety either
In the city.
for a twenty piece band and a large charmingly presided over by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newcomb, Jr.,
orchestra took turns In playing so Nusbaum, Mrs. Lutz and a bevy of passed through here today on their
Demlng, N. M., Oct. 15. A duel be
that the musicians would not get girls, who saw that all present were way to Denver, having vlBited the tween Geo. P. Watklns and Fred For
weary. It was early In the morning served with coffee, cocoa and delicious southern parts of the state. They are don occurred at the three "G" Mills
when the waltzes became slower and cakes.
14 miles south of Demlng this mornmachine.
traveling in a Velie-4the intermissions longer.
J. H. Brooks Thornley, a globe trot ing, resulting in Fordon being seri
of
reminds
Intermissions
Speaking
ter, Is here from Sydney, New South ously and probably fatally, wounded
CLUBDOM.
and
me of the cosy Indian rooms
The Indies' committee of the Ar Wales, Australia. He came here from In the stomach. Ten shots were ex
verandas which were made especially
held its quarter Chicago and Is on his way to San changed at less than ten paces. Both
attractive for those who found one chaeological Museum afternoon
in the Francisco to embark for home.
used 45 caliber pistols. The trouble
continuous round of dancing too fa ly meeting Monday
R, E, Cab ill, commissioner of the
rooms of the Palace of the Governors.
arose over the ownership of a calf.
tiguing. Deep lounging chairs and
revenue
internal
last
arrived
service,
The Wallace Club met this afterFordon IB now in hospital In Dembenches and swings afforded . such
He is on a
at her night from Washington.
lng. There were eight witnesses.
comfortable resorts for "Just between noon with Mrs. John March
oftour
of
of
the
revenue
Inspection
The roll
home on Hillside avenue.
Steve Blrchfield, a witness,
says
the dances." Wouldn't It be fun-tcall was answered with current events fices of the west and southwest.
Fordon shot first,
aek the quiet nooks Just what they
Mrs. John R. McFie is In Albuquer- reviewed
Mrs. Dorman
which
after
had heard all evening?
Bul-j- f
visiting her daughters, Miss Mary
A many course and delicious sup- the "Last Days of Pompeii," by
R008EVELT TAKES A RE8T.
There were no guests ' McFle, head of the muslo department
per was served on the west veranda.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 14. Col. Roose
at the University of New Mexcio, and
was
business
the
it
.lnce
present
toThe arches were enclosed with awn
MIsb "Toots" McFle, a student at the velt refrained from speech making
of the month.
ings, the ceilings a fragrant canopy meeting
day In order to save his voice and
The Auction Bridge Club was de university.
of California pepper
berries and
rest the muscles of his throat which
entertained Tuesday after
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1912.
Here small tables were lightfully
branches.
Dr. J, B. Van Howe, of Santa Rosa, developed soreness yesterday.
laid for the pleasure loving crowd. noon by Mrs. Karl Green. There were
is In the city.
The affair was representative of the
Here is a woman who speans from
George W, Armljo has returned from
society people of the entire state and
personal knowledge and long experA FREE GUN
a campaign tour.
all of the larger tovAs were well repthat htm roo
Colonel George W. Prtchard is back ience, viz,, Mrs, P, H, Brogan, of Wil
resented.
In
OUNS. KO'LUH.
son, Pa., who says, "I know from exfrom Carrlzozo.
INU. 8enrt for it. bo pwtod
Cough
Mrs. Frank W. Parker has returned perience that Chamberlain's
on all .porting voodi prfoM.
LEOPOLD-BERCERRemedy is far superior to any other.
from Las Cruces.
It'.frM. Brad jour mem.
ex
is
that
For
croup there
nothing
8CHMELZER" ARMS CO.
Mrs. Stanley O. Small Is hack from
The one event of paramount Inter
KANSAS
OITT, MO,
cels It." For sale by all dealers.
,
est In social circles this week was
Albuquerque.
j
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The familiar letters, S. S. 8., stand for Siwft' Sure Specific,
-

Jii8

Hi!

Wood

JSm

UUKKS every aliment ramuug
The majority of physical afflictions an caused bybad blood
aepnvea tne syswoi ui iv uaw-- j

title because it really

bating powers.

mnm

r--

7

wean or uiBcrwcu uiiu, creates an abun- every portion of the By.tem, and

-circulation ana onng uciu i
j
herbs
is made entirely of healing, cleansing roota. tonta
of
great
also
possessed
and barks, which are
It does not contain a particle i ofthemia.
properties.
pu.
erafor other harmful drug, and Is therefore or
old.
rest and safest blood medicine for young
8. S. 8, cures Rheumatism, Catarrh
Diseases, ocrumm,
.
oL,,itmn.
Write for free book on the blood and
-j
o charge or, eUher.
medical advice.
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THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

LIGHT UP.
Whoever Is to blame, the HghtB on
Pnla.A nvnnilA nrn not kent U0 and
there are dark places along that prom
inent thoroughfare mat are as Diaca
tha worst allevs in our bid cities.
For some time past. there are four
lights that have become extinci on
Palace avenue and long Btretches of
gloom are resultant therefrom.
If Santa Fe were a city for footmen, there would be
pads and hold-uan elegant opportunity offered along
this avenue for the plying of such
trades. There Is a lack of attention
on the part of somebody In this matter either by the citizens themselves
along this prominent street, or else
the fault of the company by not keeping an Inspection of the lights
throughout the city for which the city
iB paying. Presumably it is the fault
of the people themselves and if anything unwonted should happen there,
the blame would have to fall back
of
upon the citizens who are resident,
the avenue. At the same time someone ought to take cognizance of this
condition of affairs and give the city
the proper lights which are demandand for
ed under all circumstances
which our people are paying.
The Bystander is not a chronic
kicker and not disposed to find fault
where there is no grounds for it, but
I do deem it a part of this column to
call attention to the bad things and
mangrlve credit for the good in the
agement of our city affairs.
Much has been done in the improvement of this city in the past few
weeks, for which our city fathers and
are given due
those in authority
credit. The city certainly present,
a different appearance than It did last
imspring, but there ia ground for
provement still farther and my only
desire is for our people and to our
for
public oiuclals to act In unity
those things which go toward the public good. We want to make Santa Fe
and
cleanliness
famous for beauty,
progression.

. .

WHAT'S THE MATTER?
'
u.Aro,,nr giienmn suKgested to
the Bystander yesterday that arrangements had been made some time
since for the lighting of the grounds
The
about the Federal building.
matter was taken up by him when
in Washington last and the department was favorable to the enterprise.
Situated as the Federal grounds are
with a large space about the building
attracnothing could have much more
tiveness for the city than artistic
and
poles erected at the corner,
along the sides.
Just why this has not been pushed
, o nn.ii,ninn Mr. Rfllleman and the
citizens of Santa' Fe are unable to
Just whose duty it is to attend to
ihii matter now that It lias gone as
far as it has, still seema to be an un
answered question.
Nnw when the Interest of the peo
pie is centered about beautifying the
city and adding to its attractiveness
it hardly seems as If we ought to let
an opportunity of this kind go by without making the most of it. We are
mnkine nn attractive feature
of the city park and the city planning
board seems to be taking it up wuu
the intention of adding to its beauty,
the same con
whv nnt then,
sideration to that portion of our city
whore we have Buch beautltui grounus
as those about the federal building?
Will it not be possible for those
who have authority on this particular
matter up at
nnoatlnn tn take this
once and give us this additional at
traction to our city. In many respectB
there seems to be a disposition in
different departments to be lax In
these matters, that will give us what
our citizens have been so long desiring, the further beautifying of the
City of Santa Fe.

...

THE LAW.
Phvnlnians and citizens have ap
proached the Bystander today with a
very sensible protest and with very
judicious suggestions in regard to the
observation of certain laws which
have to do with the health of our
people and the common decency of
OBEY

the city.
all
Signs have become frequent
through this country of ours in public buildings, in railroad stations and
even In street cars, reading; 'Do
Not Spit On the Floor." This Is applicable JubI as well to the ceaseless
and unrestrained expectoration on the
sidewalks of the city. Heaven knows
it is bad enough any where, but in
the cities of our west where tuberculosis Is more or less prevalent, the
most rigid regulations should be adopted and such regulation observed.
We cannot afford to be careless In an
important matter of this kind when
the health of our people is at Btake.
The Bystander was told yesterday
by a member of the Ladles' Board
of Trade that the public
drinking
cups had been removed from the
Plaza park fountain. She said that
only until recent years had this
been brought to the attention of
the public and while recognizing now
the dangers from the use of such
cups up to within a very short time
the question had been neglected and
disregard. She said it was the desire of the Ladies' Board of Trade to
put in the Plaza park in the spring
a bubbling fountain which Is the
only sanitary method for a public
drinking apparatus. It had been the
intention to do so during the past
summer, and indeed the city had promised to see that it was done. The
board of trade had not sufficient funds
a', that time to take up the proposition, but they will make an effort
to do so during the coming spring.
Those who called the Bystander's
attention to this topic say that there
are many other matters which ought
to be brought to the public', attention toucbing carelessness in the
matter of health and that they will
give the Bystander suggestions later
in regard to this very important matter of the health of the people of our
city.
Suggestions of this kind and suggestions touching other matters the
Bystander is always glad to receive
relative to those things which are for
the public benefit.

MR. MtJLHOLLAND
MAKES DENIAL
Mr. Gus Mulholland has written the
New Mexican making a denial of the
statements printed a few days ago,
stating that the matters contained
therein were not true, regarding taxation matters In McKlnley county.
the
stated
It was
that
Victor American Fuel company owns
13.00 acres of coal lands In this county, when In truth and in fact they own
11.600 acres.
That the Fuel company was assessed In 1911 In the sum of 150,535.71
and that the taxes paid by said com
pany for said year was $1348.71 when
in truth and In fact as Bhown by the
records the said Fuel company waB
assessed In the sum of $73,964.00 and
the taxes paid by said company was'
$1999.80 for said year.
That Gregory Page, state senator,
was not assessed on his telephone
line in said year of lull, whereas in
truth and In fact the records disclose the fact that the said telephone line was assessed, and the taxes were paid on said line for said year.
That an attempt was made to oust
me from office for not assessing said
telephone line, I must presume that
District Attorney Vigil looked up the
record and found that the assessment
had been made.
It was stated that a great amount of
property in McKlnley county is assessed too low, but the present valuation In this county is sufficient to
raise enough revenue to pay all current expense, of Bald county.
That I am notoriously pliant to the
Victor American Fuel company and
the Santa Fe Railway company and
that whenever they want affidavits to
submit to the land office, they call on
me so to do, I wish to state In answer
thereto, that I have never In my life
made any affidavit for the railroad
company.
That districts Nos. 3 and 4, Gallup,
were credited by the county commissioners of Bernalillo county, long before the creation of the county of

the secret of long life.

Do not sap the springs of life by neglect of the human mechanism, by allowing
the accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature's method of
restoring waste of tissue end impoverishment of the blood snd nervous strength is
to take an alterative glyceric extraot (Without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon
grape root, Bloodroot, Stone and Mandrake root with Cherrybark. Over 40 years
ago Dr. Fierce gave to the public this remedy, which he called Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medioal Discovery. He found it would help the blood in taking up the proper elements from food, help the liver into activity, thereby throwing out the poisons from
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well aa allaying and soothing a oough.
No one ever takes cold unless oonstipated, or exhausted, and having what wo
which is attended with impoverished blood
eall
The " Discovery" is en
and exhaustion of nerve force.
tonic which restores tone to the blood, nerves and
Nature's
methods
heart by imitating
of restoring waste
of tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on rich
red blood.

Ida, Dob.

I suffered from pnln under my right shoulder blade also a very
nevere cuiiKh," writes Mns. W. Dorn, at New Brookland, 8. C, to Dr.
Had four dlfVeront doctors and none did
K. V. Piorce, BulTfilo, N. Y.
me any good. Borne suld I had consumption, others said I would hava
to have nn oporation. I was bedridden, unable to nit up for six months
and was withinff but a live skeleton.
You advised ma to take Di
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
When I had taken one bottle of the ' Discovery ' I could sit up for an
hour at a time, and when I had taken three bottles I could do m
cook In tr And tend to the children. I took fourteen bottles in aU and Wat
hcultU
Hum la
My wulght is nuw 1(17 iHiunds

v
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AMUSEMENTS
proof In support of their claim under be made before the Register and Resections 16 and 17 of the act ot March ceiver, U, S. Land Office, Santa Fe,
Department of the Interior.
V AND SOCIETIES
viz:
Nov.
1912,
14,
N,
amended
M.,
3,
1891,
as
854)
at
Ofltce
Land
Bauta
(26
8.
U,
Fe.
Stats.,
Carlos Orlts, of Agua Frla, N. M.,
N. M., Sept. 24, 1312.
AT DEMING
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Nottee Is hereby given that the fol Stats., 470) and that said proof will Small Holding Claim No.
In
sections
lowing named claimants have filed be made before the Register and Re- for tract 3 and 4, situate
Deming N. M., Ott H. The Dem-lnnotice ot their Intention to make filial ceiver, U. 8. Land Office, Santa Fe, 6, 32 and 33.
Lye, im Bureau' announces the
N. M.,
of
N.
Frla,
Una Montoya,
M., on Nov. 12, 1912, viz:
Agua
proof In support ot their claims under
following list Of attractions for the
Apollnarlo Gonzales, of Agua Frla, Small Holding Claim No,
section 16 and 17 of the act of March
Concert
X. M., Small Holding Claim No.
coming 8', non: Waterman
tracts 3 and 4, situate In sections 5
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854) as amended
and 32.
company, Oct 31; Hon. Ceo, D. Alden
situate In sections 5 and 32.
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Nov. 29; Strollers Mais Quartet, Dec.
Manuel Ortiz, heir of Pablo Ortiz,
Antonio Lopez, of Agua Frla, N. M
Stats., 470) .and that said proof will Small
of Agua Frla, N. M Small Holding
31; Ben Greet Playsrs' March 14;
Holding Claim No.
be made before the Register and ReBit
3,
tract
for
for tracts 2 and 3, situate In sections Claim No.
Ralph Bingham, April 14.
ceiver, V. 8. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. 6, 7 and 31.
'CLOUD (BLOWERS" NEW TO
uate in sections 6 and 32.
The Southwestern New Mexico Fair
M., Nov. 13, 1912, vis:
Jose Montoya. Transferee of Jose
Fellz Romero, of Agua Frla, N. M.,
Slxto Sanchez, transferee F. Lopez, Small
OF THIS REGION WIRE association was organized here yesSmall
N.
of
M,
CarTlllo,
Claim
Frla,
No.
Agua
Holding
terday. Frank N'ordhaus was elected
y Dominguez, of Agua Frla, N. M., situate In sections 5 and 32.
situate
Holding Claim No.
COUNTLESS
CENTURA prei'dent of the association, and S.
USED
Small Holding Claim No.
Fellz Romero y Dominguez. of Agua iu sections 5 and 32.
R. Bruselton, seer-tar- y.
The organisituate In sections 5 and 32.
Jose A. Rlbera, of Agua Frla, N. M.,
Frla, N. M Small Holding Claim No.
AGO IN IMPRESSIVE. CEREMONY
zation vill be capitalized at $10,000.
Ellas QallegOB, heir of Jose Jacinto
In sections 5 and Small Holding Claim No.
situate
Bedi-R.
It was appointed a commit-e- e
Oallegos, of Agua Frla, N. M., Small 32; all In Ts. 16 and 17 N., R. 9 E.
C. F. LUMMIS IS BACK FROM
situate in sections 4 and 5; all In Ts.
of oi
to Investigate and report
for tract
Holding Claim No.
9
E.
16
R.
17
and
name
N..
the following witnesses
Tbey
fair
EXCAVATING CAMP, AND OTHERS on a Bufwii loc.ion for the
to prove their actual continuous ad2, situate In sections 5 and 32.
They name the following witnesses
N.
Kmlterio Romero, ot Agua Frla,
grounds, anJ 'ne torni.i upon which
verse possession of said tract for to prove their actual continuous adCOMING
SOON
ARE
420be
sin'h location an
secured. The
M., Small Holding Claim No.
twenty years next preceding the sur- verse possession of said tracts for
stock nf the a- - Relation 'tl'tb placed
01722G for tracts 1 and 2, situate In vey of the township, viz:
twenty years next preceding the sur31
on
32.
and
the
market at $10 per nvV It Is
sections 5,
Carlos Ortiz, Lino Montoya, Cande- vey of the township, viz:
Bringing with him several llfigy
the purpose of this organization to
Julian Gonzales, of Agua Frla, N, lario Romero and Antonio Lopez, all
Candelario Romero, Ascenclon Ro pipes used by the ancient
in
peole
Claim
No. 431 of Agua Frla, N. M.
M Small Holding
mero, Jose Manuel Gonzales ana An ceremonial rites called "clou blow build, up a fair which will be thor017227. situate in sections 5 and 32
Any person who desires to protest tonio Lopez, all ot Agua Frla, N. M.
which are new to the arch- oughly representative ot southwest
and
lng"
all In Ts. 16 and 17 N R. 9 E.
against the allowance ot said proofs
Any person who desires to protest aeology ot the Rio Grande drainage, ern New Mexico.
A patron's club ot the Demlng pub
They name the following witnesses or who knows of any substantial against the allowance of said proof Charles F. Lummls. explorer and
to prove their actual continuous ad reason under the laws and regulations or who knows ot any substantial reas- writer, has returned from the excava- lic schools has been organized with
verse possession ot said tracts for of the Interior Department why such on under the laws and regulations tion camp ot the School of American Mrs. P. K Connaway as president
twenty years next preceding the sur proofs should not be allowed, will be of the Interior Department why such Archaeology, 17 miles test ot Jemez and Mrs. p. H. Cooper secretary.
given an opportunity at the above proofs should not be allowed, will be Hot
vey of the townships, viz:
Springs.- With Mr Lummls is his There are thirty members at present.
t the above
Carlos Ortiz, Lino Montoya, Cande-larl- mentioned time and place to cross- - given an opportunity
meet
son, Qulmo. F. H. Parkhurst and The club will hold
to
croBsexamine
mentioned
time
and
the
witnesses
of
claim
said
place
Romero and Manuel Qonzales, all
Wesley Bradfield are expected to re ings. Its; purpose is to establish a
examtne
claim
said
and
to
of
witnesses
the
offer
In
ants,
evidence
rebuttal
N.
M.
of Agua Frla,
closer Mationship between the patnext week.
of that submitted by the claimants,
ants, and to offer evidence in rebnttal turn early
Any person who desires to protest
Mr. Lummls reports a highly Inter- rons and; the school authorities.
ot that submitted by claimants.
R. OTERO,
MANUEL
or
of
said
allowance
the
proofs
against
The present enrollment in the pub
esting season of work on the ruins in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
who knowB of any substantial reason
which were found some of the first in- lic schi jIb shows a 26 per cent inRegister.
the
of
and
laws
the
under
regulations
fluences of the Spanish conquest con- crease over the enrollment for the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Interior Department why such proofs
sisting of small articles of metal. The same fjrlod last year.
should not be allowed, will be given an Department of the Interior.
IOWA POLITIGS
ruined buildings still stand two stories
Word' has been received from E!
V. 8. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
opportunity at the above mentioned
and appear to nave been built on Paso tbat the excursion of EI Paso
ARE SCRAMBLED high
the
N. M., Sept. 24, 1912.
time and place to
the remains of an ancient pueblo.
buslntas men sixty strong will visit
Notice 1b hereby given that the fol
witnesses ot said claimants, and to of
The excavations being made are Demlnf Monday next
(By Gllson Gardner.)
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub lowing named claimants have tiled
under the Joint auspices ot the School
The Demlng real estate board re
Des Moines, la., Oct. 16. The polit of American
notice of their intention to make final
mitted by claimants.
Archaeology and the ports the following sales this week;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
proof in support of their claims under ical situation in Iowa Is sadly scramb Toronto Branch of the American In- 320 aires to Edw. M. Price; 160 acres
Section 16 and 17 of the act of March led.
Register.
stitute. The Jemez work is the last to B. Fitzgerald; 80 acres to Wm.
The race is generally admitted to be field
3 1891, (26 Stats., 854) as amended
campaign ot the school for 1912. Atkiison; 160 acreB to Wm. Castro;
between
with
and
Wilson
Roosevelt
FOR PUBLICATION.
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
The previous ones were at tin Rlto de 160 acres to Dr. Clauson; 160 acres
, NOTICE
third.
Tatt
running
Iob FrljoleB and at Quirlgua,
Guate- to Mrs.
Stats., 470) and that said proof will
Department of the Interior.
Hardwlck; 60 acres to C. J.
There are three full tickets in the mala.
be made before the Register and Re
U. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe,
two bungalows to Jno. M.
Laughren;
field
and
bull
democratic,
U.
S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
republican
ceiver,
Plans are already under way tor McTeer.
N. M SepL 24, 1912.
The total Bales amount to
'
.
moose.
on
Nov.
'
14, 1912.
the 1913 campaign. The first dash will about $15,000.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol M.,
The democrats are sincerely con
Sotero Romero, of Agua Fria, N. M.,
likely be made on Genual America to
Dr. J. G. Moir leaves Saturday aflowing named claimants have filed Small
their
of
victory
fident,
basing
hopes
No.
Claim
be followed by several others within
Holding
notice of their intention to make final
ternoon to attend a meeting of the
normal
on
that
the
the
repub33.
tract
theory
for
In
Bltuate
section
3,
the
the
for
United
of
limits
States,
New Mexico medical board.
proof In support of their claims under
Sension Romero, of Agua Frla, N. lican majority of 70,000 will be oblit plans nro already being mad !,
sections 16 and 17 ot the set of March
J. A. Mahoney has returned from
414- - erated by the division In the republiSmall
Claim
No.
to
Mr.
M.,
this
Lummls
Holding
goes
evening
3, 1891, (26 State., 854) as amended
the Albuquerque fair, having attendcan Tanks.
017234
tracts
for
and
Los
in
3
to
the
situate
for
make
4,
Angeles
ready
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 section 33.
The only chance tor Roosevelt to laying of the corner stone of the new ed while there the New Mexico funStats, 470) and that said proof will
defeat the democratic hopes is tor him Southwestern Museum which is af eral directors association.
Jose
Polonlta
of
Sandoval,
agent
Re
and
be made before the Register
A force of government engineers
of
Fria, N. M., Small Hold to poll a vote greatly In excess of filiated with Santa Fe.
ceiver, V. 8. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. Baca,ClaimAgua
are at work surveying the remaining
4 Taft's and to draw some on the dem
No.
tract
EFFIGY
PIPE3.
THOSE
for
ing
viz:
Nov.
11, 1912,
M., on
ocratic vote.
Much interest Is aroused, even unsurveyed townships of this county.
Candelario Romero, of Agua Frla, situate In section 33.
Garrett Bean and family of SanderThe few polls which have been among those who do not study archMatlas Rael, of Agua' Frla, N. M.,
N. M., Small Holding Claim No. 1179- taken are conclusive ot only one thing aeology, In the discovery of these son, Texas, have arrived and will
Small Holding Claim No.
017216, for tracts 1 and 3, situate in
-- Taft's weakness.
They favor both effigy pipes which antidate the earliest make this their future home. Mr. Gafor tract 4, situate In section 33.
sections 5, 6, 31 and 32.
Albino Baca heir ot Jose Manuel RooBevelt and Wilson.
tobacco pipes. These effigy pipes were rrett has purchased two tracts ot land
Jose A. Romero, of Agua Frla, N.
Taft has been thrown overboard by in no sense used for the enjoyment in the valley which he will develop.
Claim
No. 455- - Romero, of Agua Frla, N. M., Small
M., Small Holding
The state corporation represented
for lot Senators Cummins and Kenyon, by of the
Claim No.
smoker. They were called
017217, for tracts 1 and 2, situate In Holding
Bltuate in section. 4; all In T. 17 N., both candidates for governor (George Cloud Blowers and resemble a cigar by its president Hugh H. Williams, M.
sections 6, 31 and 32.
E. Clark, regular republican, and John holder, for they have not that sud- 3. Grove, and their expert rate men
. 9 E.
Jose Carplo Romero, tranferee of
can
They name the following witnesses L. Stevens, bull moose), by all of- den bend to keep dov.n the nicotine will meet with the Demlng basi- Candelario Romero, of Agua Frla, N.
or to add to their graceful outline. In men Saturday at eleven o'clock, and
to prove their actual continuous ad- didates for state and other local
M, Small Holding Claim No.
verse possession of said tracts for fices, by all candidates for congress, them certain leaves held sacred by discuss rates affecting Demlng. The
017218, for tract 2, situate In sections
even
the
by
regular republican the ancient red men were burned and meeting will be held at the rooms of
twenty years next preceding the sur- and
5. 6, 31 and 32.
state committee. HlB only representa the smoker blew one puff of smoke the chamber of commerce.
Francisco Lopez, of Agua Frla, N. vey of the township, viz:
state
are members of a heavenward, the pext toward the
the
in
tives
Alex Hamilton, the
old son
Candelario Romero, Ascenclon Ro
M., Small Holding Claim No.
Ala-tia- s
"provisional committee" ap earth and the four succeeding puffs to of Attorney R. F. Hamilton, netted
situate in sections 3 and 32; mero, JoBe Manuel Gonzales and
D.
C.
Hllles.
This
the
M.
of
the
four
pointed
by
compass.
this year from an acre of onions $200
points
Rael, all of Agua Frla, N.
all in Ts. 16 and 17 N, 9 E.
Senator Kenyon has not officially was an imposing ceremony no doubt on his father's place eight
miles
Any person who desires to protest
They name the following witnesses
his
is
but
he
followed
centuries
making
in
was
and
Tatt,
later
repudiated
of
or
by
of Deming. Alex pumps his waeast
said proof
to prove their actual continuous ad- against the allowance
to
senate
the
for
cereor
of
the
calumet
campaign
reason
peace
of
pipe
substantial
ter for Irrigation about twenty-fiv- e
any
verse possession of said tracts for who knows
under the laws and regulations ot the without mentioning of Tatt or any mony the pipe filled with tobacco be- feet
twenty years next preceding the surR. H. Sims and J. F. Sattley of
Interior Department why such proofs allusion to national issues. He is ing passed around to the warriors acvey of the township, viz:
will be given working solely for a republican state cording to rank and age.
Las Cruces, paid a short visit to
Carlos Ortiz, Jose Manuel GonzaleB, should not be allowed,
out
the The cloud blowers discovered by
above mention- legislature which would carry
Demlng Friday en route by automoLino Montoya and Antonio Lopez, of an opportunity at the
e
the primary Instructions to send him Pi of. Lummls are different One 1b bile to Columbus, N. M.
ed time and place to
Agua Frla, N. M.
democratic
senate.
to
The
the
in the form of a bird and the other of
witnesses of said claimants, and to back
Jno. F. Wllliard, of the Western
Any person who desires to protest offer evidence In rebuttal ot that sub- candidate against Kenyon
is Dan a serpent. These two pipes are strikiGas Engine Co., Los Angeles, has been
conof
again t the allowance of said proofs mitted
member
different
from
the gorgeously in
Hamilton, formerly
ngly
by claimants.
Deming several days. He Is Inor who knows of any substantial readecorated Eastern hookah, or the
gress.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
stalling a contrivance on the engine
son un4ieUp laws and regulations of
for gover elaboratedly
candidate
The
ornamented
republican
Japanese of John Hund to
Register.
permit the use ot a
why such
the It.' Futrilepartment
nor, George W, Clark, was nominated silver inlaid with copper contrivance,
not be allowed, will be
proofs"
as a progressive and says he stands but they are posBlbly older than any cheaper fuel. The test made yester
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
given an uwortunity at the above
for everything in the Roosevelt plat- pipe either Nippon or Turkey can of day revealed the fact that the device
made a saving ot twenty per cent
Department ot the Interior.
mentioned time and place to
form. It is understood that he Intends fer.
U. 8. Land Offimce at Santa Fe,
the witnesses of said claimants,
using No. 2 Solar oil over the fuel
Is not willbut
for
vote
tc
RooseveU,
N. M.( Sept. 24, 1912.
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
consumption of the same oil without
candiwhile
republican
remaining
ing
the
fol
Notice Is hereby given that
the device. Mr. Wllliard states that
that submitted by claimants.
to officially repu- CATTLE SHIPPED
have riled date for governor
lowing named claimants
MANUEL R. OTERO,
this device will cut the price in two
diate
Taft
CARLSBAD
AT
mattS
Unal
To
notice of theffTHtenllon
Register.
when the proper fuel is obtained.
Cummins has repudiated Taft. In
under
claims
in
their
support of
proof
Carlsbad, N. M. About 1500 cattle
an authorized
statement ne Bays
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
nomination at Chicago was ac- were loaded at the Carlsbad pens last
H, M. Beatty, Little Rock. Ark.,
S. 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854) as amended Taft's
V.
Department of the Interior,
complished by fraud and therefore week. The stuff came from the Guad- says: "For the past two years I BuLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 Taft is not the nominee of the repub alupe mountains and delivered to ttered with
kidney trouble, had severe
Stats., 470) and that said proof will lican party.
24, 1912.
Bronson & Wilson, ot Kansas. The pains across my back and over my
fo- be made before the
and
Re
the
that
Is
Register
Notice
hereby given
were steers were sold in the spring at $23 hips that almost meant death to me
The Cummins progressives
"Imants have filed ceiver, U. 8. Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
llowing namar
willing to have a third party list of for ones, $30 for twos and $35 for older at times. I used several well known
.entlon to make final M., on Nov. S, 1912, viz:
notice of th
The total money considera- kidney remedies, but got no relief un
presidential electors in Iowa, but are steers.
of their claim under
Manuel Qonzales, of Agua Ml, is.
proof In bo
was about $40,000. For several til I used Foley Kidney PUIb. These
act of M, Small Holding Claim No. 435- - much disgruntled over the nomina tion
A 17 of the
sections
tion of a bull moose ticket,
days Carlstrad had the appearance of I can truthfully say made me a sound
March S- 7(26 Stats., 854) as 017212, for tracts 1, 2 and 3, situate In that this Is more than likely to saying
defeat the old time cow town.
and well man." For sale by all drug
21,
of
February
amended V no act
sections 0, 7 and 3L
Last week a general three day rain gists.
the state ticket which was nominated
said
15.93, (27 Stats., 470) and that
Manuel Martinez, of Agua Frla, N. In the June
fall
The
fell
total
the
over
was
and
valley.
largely
Reprimaries
M
Small Holding Claim No,
proof will be made before the
was about 2.50 Inches. It rained again
composed of genuine progressives.
NEW YORK HERALD'S POLL.
for tracts, 1, 2, 3 and 4, situate
gister and Receiver, U. 8. Land Office,
defend last night and indications are good
moose
bull
The
managers
Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov. 8, 1912, viz: in sections 6, 7 and 31.
moistThe
for
state
ticket
further
a
in
action
precipitation.
their
N.
putting
The following telegram was receiv
Sesarlo Romero, of Agua Frla,
Fabian Lopez y Rivera, of Agua in the field on the ground that the law ure that has fallen will help the range
1182- 1912.
M., Small Holding Claim No;
are ed at Santa Fe, October 14th,
Frla, N. M., Small" Holding Claim No. requires them to poll a certain per very much. The fanners
that
in
New York, Oct. 13, via Chicago, 111.,
017208, for tracts 1 and 2, situate
for tracts 1, 2, 3 and 4, Blt- cent
In order planting alfalfa welcomed the rain as
vote
the
for
of
governor
Oct 13, 1912.
sections 6, 7 and 31.
uate In sections 6, 7 and 31.
to have, next year, a place for their welL It will insure a good stand on
A. Otero,
Benito Martinez, of Agua Frla, N.
Juan Lopez, of Agua Fria, N, M, candidates on the official ballot. They the thousands ot acres that are being Miguel
1227- No.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Claim
M, Small Holding
deceased.
Manuela
Maria
Montoya,
for
of
to
this
fall.
alfalfa
In
planted
say they are laying the foundation
Third New York Herald nation-wid- e
017209, for tracts 1, 2 and 3, situate
Small Holding Claim No.
The Carlsbad Orchard and Planta
a new party which Is to take the
sections 6, 7 and 31.
poll printed this morning. Herald is
tracts
1, 2 and 3, situate In sections
Is
on
for
,
much
work
tion
doing
company
of ,he dpf,mct republican party.
most bitterly opposing Roosevelt and
Rosita Sanchez de Baca, of Agua
7 and 31; all in Ts. 16 and 17 N.,
these their big farm six miles below town. A progressive party yet Its ' poll shows
unscramble
Can anybody
Pria, N. M., Small Holding Claim No. R. 9 E.
of
men
work
at
been
have
force
large
eggs.
Roosevelt and Johnson pluralities In
for tracts 1 and 2, situate
for many weeks clearing land, break- Illinois 167,000 over Wilson;
They name the following witnesses
276,000
in sections 6, 7 and 31.
adtheir actual continuous
J. C. Ray, WInfleld, Ala., sayB: "My ing and leveling. Several hundred over Taft
Vicente Carrlllo, of Agua Frla, N. to prove
tracts
for
Bald
verse possession of
T. J. Ray suffered with kidney acres are now In perfect condition for
M., Small Holding Claim No. 1265
Michigan Robsevelt plurality over
next preceding the sur- father,
A corps of engineers have Wilson, 28,000; over Taft, 65,000.
for tracts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, twenty years
and bladder trouble bo bad he had to planting.
viz:
vey of the township,
Connecticut Roosevelt
Various
plurality
situate In sections 6, 7 and 31.
kidney been at work on the canals and prouse a catheter.
Carlos Ortiz, Lino Montoya, Can- remedies were tried without reBUlt, posed extensions of the main canal. over Wilson, 4000; over Taft, 37,000.
They name the following witnesses
Slxto
and
adSanchez,
over
their
will
delario Montoya
Idaho Roosevelt
complete
to prove their actual continuous
plurality
we gave him Foley Kidney The engineers
and fln-.llconWilson, 25,000; over Taft, 30,000.
verse possession of sold tracts for all of Agua Fria, N. M.
In three days he could pass work in the near future when
Pills.
Any person who deslreB to protest some water and on the fifth, no long- struction will begin. Alfalfa is being
plurality
Washington Roosevelt
twenty years next preceding the suragainst the allowance of said proofs er needed a catheter. He continued planted and in the winter many fruit over Wilson 28,000; over Taft, 71,000.
vey of the township, viz:
reaGonsubstantial
will
Herald's
Indicates
Taft
out.
set
only
of
knows
Manuel
be
who
any
trees
will
poll
or
Candelario Romero,
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entirecarry two states by narrow margins.
zales, Carlos Ortiz and Slxto San- son under the laws apd regulations of ly ourod." For sale by all Druggists.
why such
Wyoming by 600; Utah by less than
DEADLY GASOLINE
chez, all of Agua Frla, Santa Fe P. 0., the Interior Department
except
BURNS UP THREE. 11,000. In all other states
N. M.
proofs should not be allowed, will be NATIONAL PARK MEN
Oxnard, Calif., Oct. 14. Mrs. J. six, poll indicates Taft will run third
Any person who desires to protest given an opportunity at the above
MEET IN CONVENTION.
e
takes
where
Connecticut
Tatt
Ferdmadez and her three small chil- except
against the allowance of said proofB mentioned time and place to
or who knows of any substantial
were burned to death early to- fourth place. Debs leads him by
the witnesses of said claimants,
dren
14.
Oct
Calif.,
Yosemlte
Valley,
according to Herald poll. Roosereason under the laws and regulations and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
of day when a can of gasoline exploded,
The second annual conference
104,-00of the Interior Department why such that submitted by claimants.
fire to their home. With her velt leads Taft in New York by
setting
was
national
superintendents
park
New Jersey, 24,000; Maryland,
MANUAL R. OTERO,
proofs should not be allowed, will be
In- clothing In flames, the woman rushed
the
of
to
order
oalled
Secretary
by
an effort to 25,000; Indiana, 95,000; West Vlr- -'
given an opportunity at the aboveRegister.
terior Fischer today with a brief ex to the children's bed in the flameB ginla, 40,000; KansaB, 35,000; Oklamentioned time and placo to crossbut
save
only spread
them,
28,000-- ; Iowa,
planation of Its purposes. The superexamine the witnesses of said claim
aid arrived, the house was homa, 30,000; Nebraska,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
intendents, he said, were to constitute and before
63,000; Arizona, 600; South Dakota,
ants, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
to
the
burned
con-Auground.
an advisory board for the better
15,000; California, 40,000; Nevada,
Denartment of the Interior, U.
of that submitted by claimants.
Ar
nf lmtlonal reservations.
Missouri, 40,000; Kentucky,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Sept.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
children
have
you
If you
young
IT
ranged in bundles of 100, great stacks
Register. 24, 1912.
disorders
to
that
noticed
the
have perhaps
Herald poll puts Montana, Maine,
Notice Ib hereby given that the fol of telegrams were presented
Herald's
have filed secretary today urging that Yosemlte ot the stomach are their most com- Vermont In doubtful list.
lowing named claimants
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
correct
this
au
To
you
to
mon
ailment.
be
make
are based on Individual
final
estimates
thrown open
national park
DeDnrtment of the Interior, U. 8 notice of their intention to
and
Stomach
r
fifty-foufind
Chamberlain's
looked
will
thou
one
hundred
of
under
the
As
claims
their
In
of
tomobiles.
polls
secretary
support
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. proof
votLiver TabletB excellent. They are sand seven hundred Beven'.y-on- e
section 16 and 17 of the act of March over the pile he remarked
24. 1912.
That'B about the poorest way I easy and pleasant to take, and mild ers scattered throughout all states.
Notice la harobv alven that the 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854) as amended
(Signed) JOSEPH M. DIXON,
fnllnwlnir nimod claimants have filed by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 know to obtain permission from the and gentle in effect. For sale by all
Chairman National Committee,
dealers,
notice of their intention to make final! Stats., 470) and that said proofs will government,
ty
i
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as shown by the plat of survey ars
Sur. No. 968 I. Denver Belle lode
and Sur. No. 968 J. Homestake
2 lode, both on the
north
of tn0
Ground Hog lodo.
t
Any person or persons claiming '
versely the Mineral Claims above described, or desiring for uny reason
to object to the entry thereat by said
applicants, are hereby advised to file
their protest adverse clalmj or obje
tions In this office on or before dur
ing the sixty day period it this publication, otherwise the application
NOTICE
M
will be allowed.
To whom It may concern and the
R- - OTERO,
MANUEL
creditors of B. C. Speer In particular.
Register.
pThat we, the undersigned commissioners of the Nueslra Senora del
NOTICE OF CONTEST.
San Fernando y Santiago Grant,
011280. CT1158.
ot Truchas, Rio Arriba county, New
Mexico, do advise you that if you do Department of the Interior,
not within thirty days pay the rent or
United States Land Office.
stum page on a certain number of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Aug. 9, 1912.
ties situated In said grant, to said
To Sarah C. Keller, of Venue, New
commissioners
commissioners, the
will sell to highest bidder sufficient Mexico, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Apoio-of said ties to pay the rent or stump-agnlo Romero, who gives San Pedro.
due the above said grant.
ao
e
New Mexico, as his
VICENTE ARCHULETA,
dress, did on August 13, 1912, Ble In
SANTIAGO MARTINEZ,
this office his duly corroborated apCARPIO ARCHULETA,
plication to contest and secure the
RAMON ROMERO,
Commissioners. cancellation of your homestead Entry
made
No.
Serial No. 011280,
v
Oct. 1st, 1912.
Aug. 28, 1909, fo NW 4 Bection 22,
P.
M.
Township 11 N., Range 7 E., N. conNOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.
Meridian, and as grounds for his
test he alleges that said entrywoman
(014416)
never established residence on the
1421.
No.
has never
Survey
land; said entrywoman
U. 8. Land Office, Santa Fe, Oct maintained residence on the land:
that the land has been wholly aban22, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that in pur doned since date of entry.
You are. therefore, further nottnea
suance of the act of congress apwill be taken
proved May 10, 1872, Mrs. Arthur A. that the said allegations been confessed
is Albu- by this office as having
Kellam, whose postofflce
said entry will bo
querque, New Mex., and Jack Dono by you, and your
thereunder without jnur
van, whose postofflce is Santa Fe, New canceled
be heard toerem.
ilex., have made application for a ftirthor rleht to office or on appeal.
this
before
either
Group,
Silver
the
for
Queen
parent
to file In this omo. wumu
comprising 1499.93 linear fet on the If you fall
H
Druramond lode, the same being 355 twenty days after the FOUyf
of this notice,
feet northwesterly and 1144.93 feet
southeasterly from discovery shaft low, your answer,
and
thereon; and H99.6 linear feet on the ically meeting
Silver Queen lode, the same being allegation, of eontw
to A torU
174 feet northwesterly and 1325.6 feet within that time
shaft
southeasterly from discovery
answer on the sal a
thereon; and 1499 6 linear feet on the ot your
stereo
In
111
person or by
either
Bame
the
being
Ground Hog lode,
service
feet
1388.6
this
and
feet northwesterly
er
southeasterly from discovery shaft of a copy cl yaw
ir, parson.
surtestant
with
each
gold,
bearing
thereon;
either the said contest
face ground 600 feet In width on each vice must b. scknowledgrnent of W
lode, situate tm New Placers Mining ant's irrltW
showing the dat
.
Istrlct Santa Fe County, Territory recolt of the copy,tie affidavit ot thi
reoelPt. "i
of New Mexico., and described by tne
whom the
official nlat thereon posted, and oy
the
when
the field notes and plat on file in the ;ade stating
If made by regK
delivered;
was
office of the Santa Fe land district,
,:L, n nroof of such service, tr ist
New Mexico, as follows, viz.:
of the affidavit of the pema
cor
consist
at
Drummond Lode Beginning
the copy was mat ed
whom
Queen
8ilver
by
I
ner No. 1, on line
and the post office to which
IT. S.
nAo. nt thu anrvpv. whence
(
and this affidavit m--0i
mailed,
N.
"82"
bears
monument
Mineral
he accompanied by the postmastdegrees 38 minutes E.v 8636.4 fret
letter.
Thence S. 30 degrees ) minute W. receipt for the
you should state .m your
474.00 feet to Cor. No. 4 Th. nee N.
59 decrees 23 minutes Wi ll 'S.93 feet
. dt''- T10tlM1vV
to Cor. No. 3. Thence N. 31 jegrees
mlni.ton E 474.00 feet t Obr. 10. 3, ttou.
i
bears
S;
B. C. HERNA
honc a cedar. 8 Ins. ila.,
.2
56 diM'A
minutes, it
u- o.
a plnon, 4 ii..,aiaj
1
63.3 feet, each
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
grees 27 minu4?T
blazed and scribed x BT
Pecos Forest
Thence 8. 59 degrees 23 minutes E,
Department of the Interior,
87.54 feet Cor. No. 3, Silver Queen
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
to
1499.93
feet
of
this
survey:
lode,
New Mexico, Sept 16, 1912.
Cor. No. 1, the place of beginning
Notice Is hereby given that Regi16.322
acres.
containing
nald Vlveash, of Pecoa, N. M., who, on
Silver Queen Lode Beginning at
18, 1905, made Homestead Entry
corner No. 1, whence a plnon, 10 Ins. May
No.
SW 4 8
for N
dla., bears N. 9 degrees 13 minutes, NW
Section 15, Township 17
E. 79.8 feet and a plnon, 9 ins. dia,
North, Range 12 East, N. M. P.
bears N. 84 degrees 44 minutes W. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
and scribed to
23.6 feet, each blazed
r
make
proof, to establish
U. 8. Mineral Monu
X BT
claim to the land above described, be35
61
ment "82" bears N.
degrees
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Thence
minutes E. 8048.2 feet.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
600.00
feet
W.
30
minutes
30 degrees
the 6th day of November, 1912.
to Cor. No. 2, whence a plnon, 6 ins.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
W.
43
minutes
7
N.
dla. bears
degrees
Harry S. Arnold, of Pecoe, N. M.;
260.5 feet, blazed and scribed x BT
Emery C. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M.;
Thence N. 69 degrees 23 Cresencio Roybal, ot Pecos, N. M.;
minutes W. 76.08 feet, Cor. No. 1, Simeon Vlveash, ot Pecos, N. M.
Drummond Lode, of this survey;
MANUEL R. OTERO.
1488.47 feet to Cor. No. 3, whence a
Register.
cedar 10 ins. dia. bears S. 78 degreeB
11 minutes E. 31.1 feet, and a cedar. MINERAL APPLICATION NO. 017246.
4 ins. dia. bears N. 67 degrees 31 min
United States Land Office, Santa
utes E. 32.7 feet, each blazed and
1912.
Thence N. au Fe, N. M., October 10,
scribed x BT
Notice la hereby given that Henry
degrees 30 minutes E. 305.88 feet to
whose postofflce address la No.
Cor. No. 4. Thence 8. 70 degrees 84 Smith,
76G Booth Street, Milwaukee, WisconNo.
1,
Cor.
to
feet
1516.64
E.
minutes
N. B. Laughlin, his attorney in
containing sin, by
the nlace of beginning;
is
address
fuct, whose post-offic- e
15.477 acres.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, has made apOroonii Hog Lod- e- Beginning at
for a United States patent
corner No. 1, whence a plnon, 8 ins, plication
for the Las Vegas Lode and Lode
dla., bears S. 36 degree! 29 minutes Mining Claim, Mineral Survey
No.
W. 19.7 feet and a pinon, 9 ins. dia., 1477, situate In the New Placers Minbears S. 61 degrees 64 minutes W. ing District, Com'y of Santa Fe and
105.9 feet, each blazed and scribed State of New Mexico, covering 1010
U. S. Mineral Monument feet of the said Las Vegas Lode Mine
x BT
82" bears N. 52 degrees 21 minutes In an easterly direction from the dlr
E. 7783 feet. Thence a. 30 degrees covery shaft, and 490 feet in a west30 minutes W. 284.83 feet to Cor. No.
erly direction therefrom, and lying in
identical with Cor. No. 1, Silver T. 12 N., R 7 E., unsurveyed, and
Thence
this
of
Lode,
survey.
more particularly described as folQueen
N. 70 degrees 34 minutes W. 15le.t4 lows:
feet to Cor. No. 3, identical with Cor.
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
No. 4 Silver Queen lode ot this sur stone set 12 ins. In the ground, chisel
whence U. 8. U M. No. 3,
oegrees au min- ed
Tuence I.
vey.
New Placers Mining District New
utes E. 388.94 feet Intersect line
Sur. No. 968 I. Denver Belle lode, at Mexico, which Is a stone In place,
bears 8 70 deg.
N. 74 degrees 15 minutes W. 211.48 chiseled USLM No.
feet, from Cor. No. 5; 393.37 feet to 11 mln. E 2867.4 ft. diet., and runCor. No. 4, whence a plnon, 6 Ins. dia. ning thence N. 600 feet to Cor. No.
bears S. 53 degrees 33 minutes E. 2; thence N. 89 deg. 30 mln. W. 1500
29.2 feet and a pinon 4 ins. dia. bears feet to Cor. No. 3; thence S. 600 feet
S. 0 degrees and 62 minutes W. 52.4 to Cor. No. 4; thence 8. 89 deg. 30
feet; each blazed and scribed x BT mln. E. 1500 feet to Cor. No. 1, place
968 I. ot beginning, containing, exclusive of
Cor. No. 6, Sur. No.
wo.
Denven Belle lode, bears S. 72 degrees conflicts with Mineral Survey
1.070 acres; also
5 minutes E. 210.4 feet; Cor. No. 2 959 A, Cuchllla Lode,
Pallam
Sur. No. 974, I. Ingersoll lode, bears Mineral Survey No. 959 E,
lOld Timer
N. 78 degrees 28 minutes E. 220.8 Lode, 0.711 acres; also
1.653 acres; 17.327
feet. Thence 8. 66 degrees 30 min- Lode, unsurveyed,
acres.
utes E. 31.77 feet, Intersect line
The notice of location of this claim
Sur. No. 968 I., Denver Belle lode, at
recorded in the office of the Reis
118.88
W.
15
minutes
N. 74 degrees
of Santa Fe County, at page
corder
in
635.97
No.
feet
Cor.
6;
feet from
of
Book No. 2, of the Records
Sur. No. 968 J. Home- - 353,
tersect line
Locations; and the notice of
Mining
41
N.
2
No.
at
degrees
stake
lode,
the amended location of this claim
30 minutes W. 192.9 feet from Cor.
Is recorded in the office of the RecordNo. 4; 841.82 feet intersect line
er of Santa Fe County, at page 72,
Sur. No. 968 J., Homestake No. 2 Book No. 3, of the Records of Mining
lode; at N. 44 degrees 20 minutes E. Locations of said Santa Fe County,
87.23 feet from Cor. No. 4; 1499.60 to which reference is here made.
feet to Cor. No. 1, the place of beclaims are, the
The adjoining
ginning; containing 11.392 acres (ex- Cuchllla and Pallam lodes on the
No.
clusive of surveys No. 968 I and
south, claimants unknown, and on the
In south and east the Old Timer lode,
This claim 'is situated
968 J.)
V.
N.
7
M.
12
E.,
N., Range
township
Frank Owen, claimant
B. and M. unsurveyed.
The names ot
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and
claims
the adjoining
confllctiag
Register.
H, E. Archer,

merchant of West-oveAla., states "My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents ot one bottle, he was well.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
kept continually In our house. It is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
by all Druggists.
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15, 1912.
whatever, and had the crim-u- siderlng the difficulty we enoounteri
NOISE- l'na' heen successful, he would have in getting our products to a comDeer andiild turkey In the vlolnity! lost everything In the house, the wind petent market. The year of our Lord
After com; siting the crime, Lope
11)12 wlll long be remembered aB the
fled and the ilicers searcln'd for him of White falls, that have escaped being just right to make the Iosb of
without
finding
any former raIsAo doubt think that the the house a certainty. Within thirty banner year of waste for San Juan
all day Sun
man. Sunday enemy hvo attacked with espeolal minutes after the sheriff's office was county.
trace of th
missing
.a year, though from the do. notified of the attempted
Every woman' heart responds to
firing of, All up and down the Animas, San
night he aprf ared at the J:ill and gavo vigor
Sheriff Deen and Juan and La Plata river valleys, the the charm and sweetness of a baby's
himself up.7 He told the officers that JecteUjs ippearance of returning hunt. these premises,
ro is more noise thnn danger Marshal B. B. Clayton had the respon- ground In many orchards is covered yolce, because nature Intended her for
Mdln In ma smelter, ei'B
h hAd har
.
But even the loving
sible party under arrest His name Is with peaches and apples that for the motherhood.
itssuult. Carrizozo Outlook.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1912.
ize that we rere In the land of plenty having crawk'l "P 'llt0 ,ne bl moke-stack- ln
Honson and he halls from Plalnview, beautiful color and exquisite flavor Eature of a mother shrinks from the
TIME TO QUIT.
'
ALL READY,
Thta is exactly what he did
and proBpertly, when we were seated
unco at the wagon loads of Texas. It is understood that he has cannot be excelled in the known or(loai because such a time is usuallji
ot """ Previous shootiW. H . Crawford was called to
at the dining table of Commissioner on the
and made a full and complete confession. worla'
a period of suffering nd danger.
vegetables
garden
rango oii Thursday evening on
and Mrs. L. F. Williams, which was ng. Then In' lied ' "10 bills, only to hi
In plies and heaps they are left to Women Wh0 use Mother's Friend ar
work on the
coi.nected with the Hammond-Farmlnglluden with all the good things usually return after nightfall and give hluiaelf frti io t all kinds dully met with on This was certainly good
rot
and
decay.
Mve4 much. discomfort and suffering.
the treets of Carrlzozo, and coming part of the sheriff's office. Portales
Canal company. While found only In a prosperous rural dis up. Silver t'i'y liKiepcudent.
It must be inferred that we have ana their systems, being thoroughly;
li.ro in all direotlons, most of which Times.
there heUas Informed by Mr. Rucker trict. And what most attracted our
BETTER LOOK OUT.
BOY FOUGHT HIM.
shipped nothing out, but owing to prepared by this great remedy, art
cs on inquiring to have been rals
attention was, that with the exception
that, evervihlng wbb In. readiness
The stati' engineer, J. A. French, Ml
our lack of shipping facilities, only a 1 healthy condition to meet the
Fred Shipley, the seventeen-year- without Irrigation, ought to con
their end, tlm money ready, and they of the sugar and coffee, it was all and the I'uilod States geological sur'
the very choicest specimens of fruit time with the least possible Buffering
woiua procenl at once to construct home-groweven the bread, delicious vey are milking extensive prepara luce Mr. Knocker that It is time to old son ot Assessor J. A. Shipley, bad
nil
Mother's Friend !
cost
ot
the
and
dnnirnr.
will
pay
ship
last
picking
with
a
old
and
quit. a running fight
burglar
the canal whm the required acreage graham, was made from Quay coun- tion tn sitwy me streams 01 ivuw i
ud his little snickersnee
for the relief and)
recommended
only
In
ping.
not
succeed
did
he
Carrizozo
News.
while
WW
week, and
signed api ThtB Is good news for ty wheat. We are more forcibly Im- Mnim die legislature having made
mowers; 11 is in
element
as
known
comfort
of
expectant
Every
gave
he
his
THE DEADLY RATTLEn.
man,
me south side of the San Juan and pressed with the greatness of our an appropriation of $15,000 annually t
certainly
landing
not strictly no sense a remedy for various ills,
every
thing
Including
old
few
of
a
ten
the
for
a
minutes,
warm
time
him
also for Altec. San Juan Democrat
Rula,
daughter
year
."la -- utie
natural resources, and we believe that he exnenilf d ta that
grade, must be lost. And there- but Its many years of success, and
NEW MINE OPENED.
is It was he fired two shotB at the fancy
iti a few short years the . Sunshine engineer h:ia
re, ubllshed a list Richard Donaldson, was bitten by
in lies the net profits to many growers the thousands of endorsements
If
her
.22
and
either
week.
man
rattlesnake
last
with
a
Walter,
of the 0( (ha
pistol,
Colorado Stale will be a garden-spo- t
of
Harry Springier,
places where
ceived from women who have used It
strays and
and shippers.
to
was
not
sufficient
was
old
who
Is
twelve
It
effect
In
took
made.
One
old
to
brother,
year
are
the city looking after his southwest tnd that
be
"'
Springs,
Quay county j
It is like this growing of corn in are a guarantee of the benefit to be
- ntth her In the field, took his knife
coal property In this vicinity.
Mr. will be the Kden of It all.
stop him. The encounter shows that the corn beltB of the country, where derived from its use. This remedy
0( till,By'fv'ht8key Creek, near Huroldsimnerve
of
bitten
the
a
all
the
has
cut
Now
has
some
nrl
little
this
gaBh
a
But
we
land
be
'iev
through
may
springier
pubyoung Shipley
county.
optimistic,
purchased
the choice specimens fit only for does not accomplish wonders but
about three miles west of town and but tfcet-- , we never were anything else, icatior. is liable to get Mr. French
plaits and tied a string above and er and more
burglar only
experienced
marketed. And ply assists nature to perfect Its
could
be
seed
'
purposes,
is expecting to open a mine there as
chickens
and fighters.
He may be indicted tor below, they killed
Friend allays nausea, pre- especially when it comes to the , muit'e.
v'!,'
why this condition? And where the I vents caking of
soon as proper arrangements can be wonderful richness and fertility
of emt,e22k'ment, for claiming to spend bound on to draw out the poison and
4 ,
.m
Young Shipley and Charlie Marriott solution.
made. The land Is located on the soil, the lnvlgoratlon and health In nl0nry in measuring a Btream that Is also gave Jier whiskey. Her leg was rode home in T. A. Lowe's auto
'
true one, the only logical fh9
The
only
main lino of the Santa Fe and be will our climate. It is, verily, the cream not in existence. The last legislature then boun up In kerosene and salt. shortly after 6 o'clock and Fred went
one, the only leasime one, is express- contributes
.not have the embarrassing
(said ly a specially enacted law, that She was a Aery Bick girl, but Is all into his house' to feed the dog, as the (ad In
delay of 01 all creation.
"A southern ltrongi
a
single
phrase:
healthy
We In nowise fear contradiction, tlirn was no Whiskey Creek, but It right now.
for a spur
elng denied a right-of-waI'illard Record.
family is (away. He then noticed that mitlot "
motherhood. Mothers Friend Is sold
to the shaft. Oullup Independent.
He Is liable
when we state that we did ample Jus- - 8iy;.ld be Rio de
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